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cover story 

INNOVATIVE VEHIClE CONCEpTS
4, 10 | Electric vehicles for urban and delivery 
 applications can be developed in two different 
ways. One can either design them from scratch 
and build an optimally adapted vehicle around an 
electric powertrain, or one can use a conventional 
vehicle with an internal combustion engine with a 
high level of maturity and integrate an electric 
drive system into it. The supplier Delphi and the 
University of Bochum chose the first way, as 
shown by their BOmobil electric van. Daimler, on 
the other hand, takes the second approach with  
its Vito E-Cell.
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Editorial

Dear Reader, 

In just nine years’ time, the catchphrase 
“Who invented it? The Swiss!” will be 
linked to something completely different 
from the cough drops that it advertises to-
day. In 2020, the dream of producing a 
synthetic gas – and therefore fuel – from 
nothing more than water, CO2 and sun-
light will become a reality, or, in engineer-
ing terms, will be move into the phase of 
an industrial plant. On a laboratory scale, 
the process was already successfully per-
formed recently. All three raw materials 
are sufficiently available in huge quanti-
ties on earth and are easily accessible. As 
a result, this is a step closer to mankind’s 
dream of storing the sun’s energy and 
converting it into a different form, thus 
closing the gap in the CO2 cycle.

The basic idea proposed by the ETH 
Zürich and the Paul Scherrer Institute in-
volves thermochemically splitting water 
(H2O) and CO2 using a two-step cyclic 
metal oxide redox process. In a first, ener-
gy-intensive step, the research team led 
by Professor Aldo Steinfeld reduce cerium 
oxide using concentrated sunlight at a 
temperature of 1500 °C. During reduction, 
the material releases oxygen atoms. In a 
second step, the reduced cerium oxide is 
made to react with water vapour and CO2 
at a temperature of around 900 °C. This 
results in the dissociation of the water 
and CO2 molecules, and the oxygen atoms 
released are integrated into the material 
structure in such a way that cerium oxide 
is once again in its initial form and the 
 cyclic process can begin anew. What re-
mains is pure synthetic gas, or “syngas”, 
a mixture of H2 and CO. This is the pre-
cursor to petrol, kerosene and other liquid 
fuels. 

These investigations, which are described 
in more detail in the magazine “Science“, 
were made possible by a solar simulator 
that has been available at PSI since the 
year 2000. Experimentation was carried 
with a 2000 Watt solar reactor prototype 
subjected to solar concentration ratios ex-
ceeding 1500 suns. Unfortunately, the 
conversion efficiency of solar energy into 
solar fuel is only 0.8 percent. But this 
 efficiency is about two orders of magni-
tude, in other words one hundred times, 
greater than the one observed with state-
of-the-art photoca talytic approaches for 
CO

2 dissociation. Even today, calculated 
efficiencies of 19 percent seem attainable. 

Incidentally, the news about the Zürich 
team’s syngas experiments immediately 
became one of the top three clicked  
reports of the month at ATZonline.de.  
Ob viously, the Swiss have much more to 
offer than herbal cough drops.

 
dipl.-ing. MichaEl rEichEnbach, 
Vice Editor-in-Chief 
Wiesbaden, 3 February 2011

Sun Fuel

03I2011 Volume 113 3
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For the BOmobil electric vehicle, Delphi and Bochum University use permanent magnet energized  

synchronous machines on all four wheels. This concept presents a whole series of challenges.  

These were resolved for technical safety, production costs, engine damage and occupant protection  

in accidents, unsprung masses, efficiency, installed size and vehicle dynamics.

DeDicateD Development 
for a small electrically 
Driven van

Cover story innOvaTive vehicle cOncepTs
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future Driving teChnology

The decision on the types of drive to be 
used in future passenger cars will be 
reached by the customer of the future. At 
present, every year more than 20 million 
Chinese buy a Pedelec [2]. Electrically 
driven scooters are also very popular in 
China. Back in the sixties, our parents or 
grandparents bought an NSU Quickly 
(two-wheeled vehicle with IC engine) and 
then changed to an automobile with IC 
engine and not to a horse and carriage. In 
the same way, customers who have got 
used to electrical mobility will not change 
back to IC-engine technology. Tomorrow’s 

drive technology will be determined by 
the mass markets of the future, and these 
are not in Europe. If we are lucky, we will 
produce merely the high-value products, 
but will have no say in the drive technolo-
gies applied.

ConverteD iC-engine vehiCles

The electric-vehicle concepts to date have 
for the most part been based on converted 
IC-engine vehicles.  Instead of construct-
ing the vehicle around the components, 
we take the often conservative and com-
plicated route and attempt to integrate 
new components into already existing 

vehicle platforms. No advantage is taken 
of the degrees of freedom and the advan-
tages inherent in an electric vehicle. Here, 
the vehicle body as a whole together with 
the installation point for the components 
is no different to that of a conventional 
IC-engine vehicle. Often, the vehicle also 
features a propshaft tunnel.  Almost with-
out exception, when this method is used,  
central drive concepts are applied with 
two-wheel drive, but the left and right 
drive wheel are not controlled separately, 
necessitating complicated mechatronical 
solutions for the integration of driver-
assistance systems as ABS, ESC and TCS.

Decentralized drive concepts, on the 
other hand, would feature considerable 
advantages with regard to weight distribu-
tion and the installation of such driver-
assistance systems. 

Additionally, when a four-wheel drive 
comes to use, the drive and brake torques 
at the front and rear axles can be individu-
ally controlled via the electric motors and a 
maximum of the braking energy can be 
recovered, ❶.

ConCept anD Design  
of eleCtriC vehiCles

Electric vehicles can be, and must be, 
basically different in their styling and 
design. Compared to vehicles with IC 
engines, due to the lower levels of stored 
energy and heat loss, different criteria 
come to the forefront. Weight and thermal 
insulation play a far more important role 
and lead to other constructional features.

skateBoarD Design 

If one were to build a vehicle around the 
electrical drivetrain components as sug-
gested in [1], it would be possible to 
achieve almost arbitrary weight distribu-
tion and a low center of gravity. It is 
practically inevitable that this method 
leads to a skateboard design in which all 
the components are integrated in the 
skateboard, ❷. This presents new possi-
bilities for ve hicle design and for a new 
platform strategy. Here, the most varied 
body shapes could be implemented on 
one and the same platform, and further-
more, the platform itself could be of 
modular construction.  

Initially, the BOmobil, ❸, will be used 
solely as a small van during the research 

❶ Drive-train based on 
a central electric motor

❷ skateboard with 
integrated electrical 
components

❸ van concept BOmobil

Cover story innOvaTive vehicle cOncepTs
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project’s running time. On the other hand, 
other design studies are planned with 
other body shapes on the same platform.

DeCentraliZeD Drive

Decentralized drive concepts, ❹, provide 
considerable advantages with respect to 
weight distribution and the implementa-
tion of driver-assistance systems. Here, 
either the front wheels or the rear wheels, 
or all four wheels are driven independ-
ently of each other by means of electric 
motors. With two-wheel drive it is impos-
sible to recover all the braking energy. 
With two-wheel drive concepts, in order 
to recover as much energy as possible the 
best solution is to drive the front wheels.

In the long term, four-wheel drive will 
gain acceptance for higher-class vehicles. 
This is because not only is energy recov-
ery possible on all four wheels, but it is 
also possible to implement driver-assist-
ance systems without any trouble. Here, 
the wheels can not only be braked inde-
pendently from each other but also accel-
erated independently.

Wheel-hub drives can be used when 
the wheels are driven independently 
through a decentralized system, ❺. Since 
the driveshafts can be omitted, design 
freedom is improved. Novel solutions 
become possible for locating the major 
assemblies and the vehicle occupants, as 
well as for the weight distribution, ❻. 

Permanent-field synchronous machines 
were developed for the BOmobil and used 
on all four wheels. This concept  features a 
number of major challenges. These 
include: Technical safety; production costs; 
motor damage and occupant protection in 
case of accident; unsprung masses; effi-
ciency; equipment volume; and the 
dynamics of vehicle operation. These ques-
tions were dealt with within the frame-
work of the research project. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of wheel-hub 
drives were discussed in detail in [2].

therMal ManageMent

Almost three quarters of the energy 
required in conventional vehicles is con-
verted to waste heat. This is why thermal 
insulation and heat exchange between 
incoming air and outgoing air only play a 
minor role in vehicles up to the present. 
This changes radically on electric vehicles 
where the high efficiencies of the electrical 
components only lead to relatively low lev-
els of waste heat. The “expensive” energy 
stored in the battery is to be applied for 
moving the vehicle and not for heating and 
cooling it. This is why all heat sources and 
heat sinks have been integrated in the ther-
mal-management system. All in all, the 
preheating/cooling of the vehicle during 
battery charging, and the storage of ther-
mal energy in a heat accumulator, lead to a 
better energy balance.

the eleCtriCal systeM

With respect to the conception and the 
development of the electrical system, it is 
first of all important to comprehend what 
changed basic conditions must be taken 
into account, and also to realise which 
familiar demands are no longer applicable 
at all in a purely electrically driven vehi-
cle. These facts, together with the high 
level of voltage which is in any case avail-
able for the drive in electric vehicles, 
mean that new degrees of freedom 
become available. This goes specifically 
for the high-voltage-range, which takes 
over the tasks of the hitherto mechanical 
drive train. Instead of drive shafts, gears, 
clutch, electric generator and starter, now 
electrical high-voltage systems, contacts, 
wire with large cross sections, charging 
devices and electronic power transformers 
need to be placed and sized.

Special attention is put on the topics of 
safety and EMC. Here, new requirements 
hitherto not needed have to be defined. 
Contact protection is needed for voltages 
up to 750 V. The electrical insulation must 
be constructed in a way that no perturb-
ing or dangerous electromagnetic  emis-
sions can influence or harm other techni-
cal components or the passengers. Other 
important aspects in system design are 
cost, weight, consumption of resources, 
producability and recyclability which cre-
ate more possibilities to reduce the envi-

❹ Drive-train based 
on four decentralized 
electric motors

❻ Drive-train based on 
four wheel-hub motors ❺ Wheel-hub motor

03i2011 volume 113 7
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ronmental impact. An important task, 
too, is the production of the electrical, 
mechanical and cooling connection of the 
wheel-hub motors, which is going to be a 
very stressed connection in terms of flexi-
bility and environmental effects. Available 
electrical energy equals cruising range, 
and thus, passenger comfort.

In order to minimise the vehicle’s overall 
power loss, the most energy-efficient tech-
nologies are applied for BOmobil’s electri-
cal consumers. Furthermore, the electron-
ics control unit (ECU) concept must be 
optimized with regard to terminal control, 
wake-up behaviour, re  duction of operating 
and quiescent currents, and load manage-
ment. Here, the central electronics also 
assumes the additional responsibility of 
monitoring the various current flows inside 
the vehicle, and controlling them as a func-
tion of the varying charge state, driving 
operations, and energy demands. 

A further sphere of responsibility for 
the comfort and control electronics which 
is being evaluated within this project’s 
framework, is the control of the loading 
processes in the private sector and the 
public sector. This includes vehicle/cus-
tomer identification as well as the moni-
toring and invoicing of battery charging. 
Here, it would be possible to extend the 
immobilizer’s range of functions to pre-
vent unintentional or unauthorized move-
ment of the vehicle.

BoMoBil ConsortiuM

The know-how required to develop and 
manufacture electric vehicles is available 
in Nordrhein-Westfalen (North Rhine 
Westphalia). Here, this know-how is also 
available for maintaining the lead in 
knowledge and capability which is 
needed to generate jobs for qualified 

engineers and skilled workers. This is to 
be underlined by the development of the 
electrically driven van BOmobil up to the 
stage at which it is suitable for volume-
production, ❼. 

The consortium comprises the follow-
ing partners:
 : Institute for Electric Mobility, Bochum: 

Head of consortium, overall system 
integration for electrical and mechani-
cal systems, skateboard design, thermal 
management, design of vehicle body, 
and support in the layout and construc-
tion of the wheel-hub drive

 : Delphi Deutschland GmbH, Wuppertal: 
High-voltage distribution system, body 
computer, low-voltage distribution 
system

 : Neuhäuser Windtec GmbH, Lünen: 
Layout and design of the wheel-hub 
drive and conception of a production 
process which is suitable for volume 
production of the wheel-hub drive

 : Scienlab electronic systems GmbH, 
Bochum: Development of the traction 
inverter

 : CI Composite Impulse GmbH & Co., 
Gevelsberg: Development and design of 
a lightweight battery container, and 
support in the development of the light-
weight body

 : TÜV Nord Mobilität GmbH & Co. KG, 
Hannover: Specialist support in the 
development of the vehicle with re  spect 
to its suitability for volume production 
and homologation

 : Hoppecke Batterien GmbH & Co. KG, 
Brilon: Development of the battery and 
the battery-management system

 : Adam Opel GmbH, Rüsselsheim: Provi-
sion of the infrastructure and standard 
components.

This research project was sponsored by 
the State of North-Rhine Westphalia 
within the framework of the “Rational uti-
lisation of energy, regenerative energy, 
and energy saving” development program 
(progres.nrw). It was also sponsored by 
the European Fund for Regional Develop-
ment (EFRE), target2-program 2007-2013, 
Phase VI, electric mobility NRW.
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teChniCal Data

range > 150 km

Drive concept 4 wheel-hub motors

Front axle Mcpherson spring strut axle

rear axle Twist beam

Tires 225/40 r19

number of doors 4

number of seats (van) 2

cw value (target) 0.3

Turning circle (curb to curb) 10.5 m

DiMensions anD Weights

length 3800 mm

Width 1800 mm

height 1600 mm

Track (front) 1488 mm

Track (rear) 1510 mm

Wheelbase 2600 mm

empty weight 1000 kg

payload 500 kg

perforManCe

Maximum speed 130 km/h

acceleration (1100 kg) 0 – 50 km/h < 6 s; 0 – 80 km/h < 11 s; 0 – 100 km/h < 18 s

continuous hill-climbing capacity 7 % at 80 km/h

Battery

capacity 27 kWh

number of cells 140

Weight, including battery container < 300 kg

Motors

Type external rotor, permanent-field synchronous machines

Maximum power output 10 kW

Maximum speed 1000/min

Maximum torque 300 nm

❼ Technical data
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With the Vito E-Cell, Mercedes-Benz is the first automotive manufacturer to produce an electrically  

powered van ex works. The van boasts lithium-ion batteries with prismatic cells at rated voltage of 360 V,  

weight around 500 kg and energy capacity of 36 kWh. Delivery of a follow-up series of 2000 vehicles  

started in the end of 2010.

Mercedes-Benz Vito e-cell
First Van with ElEctrical 
PowEr Ex works

10
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Day-to-Day uSe

The all-electric Mercedes-Benz Vito E-Cell, 
❶, is not an experimental vehicle or a 
prototype, but a fully fledged series pro-
duction model. The Vito E-Cell is the first 
electrically powered van in the world to 
be produced by an automotive manufac-
turer. Similarly, it handles just like a nor-
mal van in day-to-day use. It is operated 
in the same way and performs the same 
tasks as every van in its class. At the same 
time, it produces zero local emissions. 
There is just one difference: instead of the 
drive to the filling station, the Vito E-Cell 
is fueled from the mains supply.

Normality of the Vito E-Cell in terms of 
appearance and handling was one of the 
key aims of the Development department 
within the Mercedes-Benz Vans business 
unit. In everyday commercial vehicle fleet 
operations, the Vito E-Cell is intended for 
use just like any other van as far as fleet 
management, order scheduling and drivers 
are concerned. This is an essential condi-
tion for deployment of the first small 
series in 2010 of 100 vehicles in around 20 
very different fleets in Stuttgart and Berlin 
as well as the subsequent series of 2000 
units which delivery began at the end of 
2010. The deliberately wide range of appli-
cations of the small series covers courier, 
express and parcel companies, service 
providers, trades people’s businesses, air-
ports, authorities, energy suppliers and 
individual customers. All 100 vehicles 
have now been delivered.

Dipl.-ing. anDreaS pohl 
is project leader Vito E-Cell  

in the Business Unit Mercedes-Benz 
Vans at Daimler aG in stuttgart  

(Germany).

Dipl.-ing. thorSten loCht
is Component Responsible Electrical 

powertrain and high-voltage  
safety at  Daimler aG in stuttgart 

(Germany).

Dr.-ing. heinz M. JörgenSen
is Team leader Development 

alter native Drives and Member 
project leading Team at  Daimler aG 

in stuttgart (Germany).

aUThoRs

❶ all-electric Mercedes-Benz Vito E-Cell with unchanged load compartment
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CoMpariSon to the baSiC 
 vehiCle with CoMbuStion engine

The Vito E-Cell is based on a Mercedes-
Benz Vito panel van with a long wheel-
base and a standard roof. It was chosen 
because of the large amount of free space 
below the floor to house the traction bat-
teries. On the outside, all that distinguishes 
the electric vehicle from a Vito with a com -
bustion engine is its decor and the rear 
model badge. The bodywork has remained 
untouched. The charging socket is housed 
behind the unchanged fuel filler cap on 
the driver‘s side in the lower area of the 
B-pillar – the power is therefore supplied 
in the usual place.

The cockpit has also remained unchanged 
apart from a few details in the instrumenta-
tion. The speedometer is limited to a maxi-
mum of 120 km/h. There is a power output 
display instead of the rpm counter, ❷. A 
needle shows whether the vehicle is recov-
ering energy through recuperation or con-
suming it in the respective driving condi-
tions. In the Vito E-Cell, the needle of the 
usual fuel level indicator provides informa-
tion on the state of charge of the batteries. 

In the display between the round dials, the 
driver can also check the state of charge 
via a display as bar chart or in the form of 
percentage values. The driver is likewise 
informed of the operating hours and, dur-
ing charging via the mains supply, of the 
current state of charge and the likely end 
of battery charging.

Instead of a gearshift lever, the driver 
has a selector lever as in an automatic 
transmission vehicle. In contrast to a vehi-
cle with a combustion engine, the Vito 
E-Cell does not tend to creep forwards 
and backwards in gears “D” and “R” re -
spectively. In selector lever position “N”, 
power output of the electric motor is sup-
pressed. As the drive components give off 
just a little heat due to their high level of 
efficiency, an electric heater booster heats 
the cab. It is switched on with a button. 
The temperature is controlled in the usual 
way with a rotary switch. All drivers are 
informed about the special features of the 
Vito E-Cell in the context of a briefing. In 
addition, each vehicle has specially pre-
pared operating instructions.

Despite the battery-powered drive, the 
load compartment of the Vito E-Cell has 

remained unchanged: an important point 
as far as fleets are concerned. The payload 
of around 900 kg is the normal level for 
this vehicle class. Mercedes-Benz offers 
the Vito E-Cell with a permissible gross 
vehicle weight of 3.05 t as standard. Some 
fleets choose a 2.8-t version, which there-
fore has a lower payload of 650 kg. The 
permissible axle loads, the ground clear-
ance and the angle of slope are equivalent 
to those of a conventionally powered Vito. 
Therefore, customers can integrate the 
Vito E-Cell into their processes without 
compromising on load carrying capacity 
or operation – a key factor in the accept-
ance of electrically powered vehicles.

eleCtriC Drive

The Vito E-Cell is equipped with lithium-
ion batteries, ❸. A variant with prismatic 
cells has been chosen, partly because of 
the package. The battery consists of 192 
cells, which are divided into 16 modules. 
The rated voltage is 360 V, the weight 
around 500 kg and the energy capacity 
36 kWh. 32 kWh of this is usable, a rela-
tively high figure. The internal develop-
ment goal for the service life was ten years, 
thus clearly exceeding the four years that 
the 100 vehicles of the first small series 
will spend with their owners.

The batteries are located under the lug-
gage compartment floor in a closed sheet-
steel container with a glas-fibre reinforced 
polymer (GFRP) cover, ❹. The battery 
holder is inserted between the longitudi-
nal members. Stress calculations, rough-
road tests and crash tests have proved the 
stability of the suspension. In addition to 
the high-voltage network, the vehicle has 

❷ power output display instead of the rpm counter ❸ lithium-ion batteries with an energy capacity of 36 kWh

❹ Batteries under the luggage compartment 
floor in a sheet-steel container (yellow)
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a 12-V on-board power supply that is fed 
from the high-voltage traction battery. The 
corresponding storage battery is housed in 
the seat base underneath the driver, as in 
the Vito with a combustion engine. It sup-
plies the usual 12-V consumers such as 
the lights and control units.

The motor, ❺, of the Vito E-Cell is a 
permanent-field synchronous motor (PSM). 
This design is ideal because of its high 
output density with a correspondingly 
compact design, its high level of efficiency 
of around 95 % and the fact that it requires 
no maintenance. The continuous output 
of the motor is 60 kW, and the peak out-
put is 70 kW. The torque of 28 Nm is 
intrinsically available from the start and 
ensures outstanding acceleration. For in -
stance, the Vito E-Cell goes from 0 to 60 km/h 
in just 6.5 s. Force is transmitted to the 
front axle by means of a single-speed trans-
mission system with a fixed gear ratio.

The power electronics convert the DC 
voltage of the batteries into the necessary 
AC voltage for the PSM. They are installed 
just beside the motor. IGBT (insulated 
gate bipolar transistor) shifting elements 
are used as inverters because of their 
robustness. An intermediate circuit with 
capacitors ensures uniform energy flow 
with no ripple.

Three closed liquid cooling circuits 
ensure optimum temperature control of all 
components. The cooling circuit for the 
motor, inverter and DC/DC converter is 
filled with 5 l of coolant and limits the 
temperature of the components to a maxi-
mum of 60 °C. The interior heater together 

with a pump forms the second system. The 
third circuit with 15 l of coolant keeps the 
temperature of the batteries and the 
charger at around 30 °C.

During development, Mercedes-Benz 
used proven components wherever possi-
ble that were adapted to use in the Vito 
E-Cell. For instance, the DC/DC converter 
can also be found in the Mercedes-Benz 
M-Class with hybrid drive. In the same way, 
the electric motor and the control system 
have already proved themselves in other 
vehicles. Whilst consideration was initially 

given to using the floor assembly of the 
all-wheel-drive Vito 4×4 with more in -
stallation space between the axles as well 
as its front-wheel-drive modules, only 
parts of the front axle are now used in the 
Vito E-Cell. For instance, the axle subframe 
is a new development.

Whilst in motion, the Vito E-Cell obtains 
electricity to power the electric motor by 
means of recuperation during braking and 
in deceleration mode. In these cases, the 
electric motor works as a generator and 
supplies the traction batteries. From around 
12 % brake pedal pressure, the hydraulic 
brakes are also engaged – unnoticed by 
the driver.

Charging proCeSS

For operation of the 100 Vito E-Cell vehi-
cles in the first small series, energy suppli-
ers Vattenfall (Berlin) and EnBW (Stuttgart) 
are providing the operators with charging 
stations at the respective depots, ❻. Charg-
ing is carried out here during break times, 
that means preferably overnight, with 
380/400 V. Together, the two installed 
chargers of the Vito E-Cell have an output 
of 6.6 kW; meaning that it takes around 
six hours to charge a fully discharged bat-
tery. The vehicle and the charging station 
are connected by a multipole charging 
cable. The plug-in system, ❼, complies 

❺ permanent-field synchronous motor with electric 
supply and cooling connections

❼ plug-in system, complies with the rule 
IEC 62196 Type 2

❻ Charging station for 380/400 V
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with the rule IEC 62196 Type 2, on which 
the European automotive manufacturers 
have agreed. It is currently in the stand-
ardization process. On the charging socket 
of the vehicle, the status of the charging 
process is displayed by means of a colored 
signal: if there is a yellow light, the charg-
ing system has recognized the vehicle, but 
is not yet charging. A pulsating green sig-
nal indicates that the charging process is 
ongoing. Solid green means that charging 
is complete. A flashing yellow light indi-
cates an error.

The special features of the Vito E-Cell 
include the Smart Charge Communication 
Unit (SCCU) in the vehicle. It was devel-
oped in the central research department of 
Daimler AG and ensures communication 
between the power supply, the operator 
and the vehicle. First of all, the vehicle is 
automatically identified after insertion of 
the charging cable, which is important in 
order to establish the individual consump-
tion for billing. Individual charging strate-
gies can also be specified. For instance, 
charging can be carried out in accordance 
with the electricity tariff, in line with feed-
in times using “green” electricity from 
regenerative sources, or in line with the 
necessary charging capacity and the planned 
time for the next start-up of the vehicle. 
The corresponding parameters can be 
preselected by the distribution manager 
via computer or by the driver via the but-
tons on the steering wheel. This ensures 
that each individual Vito E-Cell is charged 
in a battery-preserving manner, started up 
with optimum conditioning and runs in 
the most cost-effective and environmen-
tally friendly way with optimum availabil-
ity. If a fleet charges several Vito E-Cell 
vehicles at the same time, the charging 
strategies smoothens peak loads so that 
the local mains supply is not overloaded.

The performance of the SCCU is ideal 
for commercial use. Operators can put 
the emphasis on cost, availability or rig-
orously environmentally sound energy 
supply. If the focus is on the use of 
“green” electricity, with an overall “Well 
to wheel” energy approach, the Vito 
E-Cell produces no CO

2 emissions at all, 
local or otherwise.

If required, the Vito E-Cell can also be 
charged from the 230-V mains supply with 
the usual grounding-contact type plug via 
an additional charging cable. However, 
charging then takes twice as long.

range anD operating CoStS

Customer surveys in various industries 
have shown that many vans cover between 
50 and 80 km a day in short-distance trans-
port. The Vito E-Cell is more than capable 
of meeting this requirement: according to 
the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC), 
the range of the Vito E-Cell is 130 km. The 
restriction of the maximum speed to the 
80 km/h that is typical of commercial vehi-
cles and the use of highly efficient compo-
nents, intelligent charging strategies and 
low rolling-resistance tires constantly ensure 
optimum range. This also includes an auto-
matic reduction in power output when the 
battery capacity falls below 7 %, with 
 corresponding notification of the driver. 
Omission of some special equipment, for 
instance the air-conditioning system, maxi-
mizes the range of the Vito E-Cell.

The operating costs of the Vito E-Cell 
amount to just a fraction of the costs for a 
van with a combustion engine. This is 
partly because of the much-reduced main-
tenance scope. For instance, a visual in -
spection is only required once a year or 
every 20,000 km, and there is no need for 
oil changes.

The Vito E-Cell undergoes familiar pro -
cesses in production at the Vitoria plant in 
Spain. It is regarded as an additional model 
variant in production. The bodywork is 
unchanged: only the propshaft and rear 
differential have been omitted, and special 
cable harnesses are used. The new front-

wheel-drive module is mounted at the 
same time as everything else is put to -
gether. The van is only transferred out for 
a short time for assembly of the battery 
package. Before production started, the 
employees were trained in handling the 
high-voltage system components. They 
also now regard the Vito E-Cell as a nor-
mal model.

Safety anD reliability

Mercedes-Benz tested and demonstrated 
the functional reliability of the Vito E-Cell 
in extensive driving tests with more than 
a dozen vehicles. This included tests in 
extremely cold winter conditions as well 
as rough-road tests and endurance tests. 
Due to the restricted range and the charg-
ing cycles, an electric vehicle is subjected 
to endurance tests at a different pace to 
vehicles with a combustion engine; the 
numerous times the battery is charged are 
part of this testing.

With an electric drive, testing of the 
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is 
particularly important. The Vito E-Cell 
benefits from the compact design of the 
drive here: with the exception of the bat-
tery, all components of the electric drive 
are combined under the engine cover and 
directly connected to each other.

The high-voltage systems of electrically 
powered vehicles present an opportunity 
to discuss safety when first dealing with 
the topic. The Vito E-Cell complies with 

❽ Vito E-Cell complies with electricity test standard ECE-R 100 for the approval of battery-powered road vehicles
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test standard ECE-R 100 for the approval 
of battery-powered road vehicles, ❽. In 
particular, this sets out regulations that 
prevent direct contact with current-carry-
ing parts and corresponding test proce-
dures. This ensures the operational reli-
ability of the Vito E-Cell. In accordance 
with ECE-R 100, all high-voltage compo-
nents have shock protection and carry 
warning stickers. Cables for supplying the 
high-voltage components are identified by 
their orange-colored sheathing. An immo-
bilizer prevents the driver from setting the 
Vito E-Cell in motion during charging, ❾. 
All requirements of the set of standards 
developed by German automotive manu-
facturers are thus fulfilled.

The outstanding safety features of the 
Vito E-Cell include a new electronic stabil-
ity program (ESP). The background to this 
is the change from rear- to front-wheel-drive 
with a correspondingly modified chassis, 
the different weight distribution and the 
different braking torque due to recupera-
tion during deceleration. The ESP contains 
all the usual functions, such as the anti-
lock brake system, traction control system, 
brake assist, hill hold control, electronic 
brake distribution and load detection.

Extensive crash tests in a specially de -
veloped simulation program and in reality 
prove the equally high level of passive 
safety of the Vito E-Cell. For instance, in 
real conditions, the Vito E-Cell had to 
undergo a frontal crash with 100 and 40 % 
overlap, side impact with a stake and a 

rollover test. As there is no longer a com-
bustion engine as a protective element, the 
Vito E-Cell has a special crash element. In 
the event of a frontal collision, this frame 
holds the motor and pushes it downwards 
to protect the passenger compartment.

Due to the changed mass distribution, a 
changed airbag system with different trig-
ger thresholds has been applied. If an air-
bag is triggered, and in the event of a side 
impact and a rollover, the high-voltage 
batteries are deactivated via a pyrotechnic 
fuse. After this, the vehicle can no longer 
be started up under any circumstances. 
The reason for this is possible sparking. It 
could prove fatal in a collision with a 
vehicle if fuel escapes from the other car.

In addition, in line with standards, the 
intermediate circuit capacitors are actively 
discharged to a level of less than 60 V 
within five seconds in the event of an 
accident. In the event of a short circuit, 
the high-voltage systems are switched off 
automatically in order to prevent cable 
overload. This is one of the reasons why 
the Vito E-Cell is part of the guidelines for 
rescue services for Mercedes-Benz vans.

proJeCt ManageMent

The tight schedule was one of the chal-
lenges when developing the Vito E-Cell: 
the battery-powered van was developed in 
just over a year. Expertise in battery pro-
pulsion of vans within the company, gath-
ered over several decades, proved to be a 

big advantage here. Vans of all generations 
have been electrified, starting in 1972 with 
the Mercedes-Benz LE 306 at the Olympic 
Games in Munich. The expertise covers 
the high-voltage architecture as well as 
the knowledge of specialist suppliers and 
development partners. The internal devel-
opment of numerous components took 
place within series production development. 
The Vito E-Cell project benefited from vari-
ous state incentive measures. The German 
Federal Ministry for the Environment and 
Nature Conservation supports development 
and industrialization, whilst the German 
Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and 
Urban Development supports customer 
use and the Basque government in Spain 
supports the construction of special pro-
duction facilities.

Development of the Mercedes-Benz Vito 
E-Cell is going further: the first small series 
of 100 vehicles is to be followed by a series 
of 2000 Vito E-Cell vans, starting at the 
end of 2010. Enhancements of the battery 
technology towards lighter and more com-
pact batteries with further increases in 
output density are already foreseeable. An 
enhancement of the battery cooling system 
aimed at reducing the weight is also under 
development. In addition, the next-genera-
tion Vito E-Cell could feature preheating 
in order to optimize the range even more. 
More specifically, enhancements include 
integrating the SCCU into the charger: so 
far, they are separate components.

outlook

As part of a forthcoming series production 
with an expansion to several export mar-
kets, Mercedes-Benz will add a right-hand-
drive version to the range of the electric 
van Vito E-Cell. On production start-up, 
all registration-related issues will also be 
resolved.

Whereas the first 100 vehicles were regis-
tered to Daimler AG in the context of in -
dividual approvals, the current series of the 
Vito E-Cell has been homologated through-
out Europe and therefore can also be regis-
tered throughout Europe with no additi onal 
special approvals. Another step to wards the 
targeted normality of the Mercedes-Benz 
Vito E-Cell in customer application.

referenCe
[1] Danisch, R.: Erste Fahrt mit dem Mercedes-
Benz Vito E-Cell. www.aTZonline.de vom 13. Juli 
2010

❾ an immobilizer prevents the driver from setting the Vito E-Cell in motion during charging
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Second Generation Six-Speed 
 automatic tranSmiSSion for the 
opel inSiGnia
General Motors developed a second generation of their six-speed automatic transmission AF40 

covering a torque range of up to 450 Nm. The main feature of this development, coded 

AF40 Gen II, is an additional reduction of CO2 emissions. By comparison to the first genera-

tion from 2003, the new transmission improves not just the fuel economy of 2.9 % in NEDC, 

also drivability, shift times, weight and NVH were enhanced.

Industry TrANsMIssION
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How to optImIze tHe  
“Car of tHe year”

For midsize vehicles with front and all-
wheel drive General Motors has developed 
a second generation of their six-speed auto-
matic transmission AF40 covering a torque 
range of up to 450 Nm. This new trans-
mission, ❶, was first introduced in the 
Opel Insignia in the summer of 2010. It 
fits to a broad variety of gasoline and die-
sel engines offering a wide displacement 
range with power ranging from 96 to 
240 kW. The recent generation of the Opel 
Insignia offers a significant reduc tion of 
CO2 emissions, thus responding to the 
increasing importance of fuel econo  my 
within customer requirements. Among 
other things, automatic transmissions con-
tribute substantially to an increased per-
formance efficiency by six gears and a 
wide ratio spread.

As a result of the permanent efforts at 
improvements, the second generation of 
the AF40 (the so-called AF40 Gen II) has 
been designed for the Opel Insignia and 
other GM midsize vehicles; the AF40 Gen II 
debuted in the Opel/Vauxhall Insignia in 
the summer of 2010.

The well-known AF40 transmission is a 
compact, lightweight, and electronically 
controlled six-speed automatic transmission 
with differential gear for front wheel drive 
and all-wheel drive applications. It can 
handle engine torques of over 400 Nm for 
gasoline engines and 450 Nm for diesel 
engines. The AF40 features a centre dis-
tance of 197 mm and its overall transmis-
sion length is 357 mm. One reverse and 

six forward gears are achieved by a Lepel-
letier gear set, together with three rotating 
clutches, one stationary clutch, one brake 
band, and a one-way clutch. The power 
flow is illustrated in ❷.

The overall ratio spread of the AF40 is 
6.05. Depending on the type of engine 
and on vehicle application, the transmis-
sion offers a variety of final drives in the 
range of 2.7 to 3.75. The transmission 
control module is placed in a separate 
case and mounted on top of the transmis-
sion housing.

The AF40 is equipped with a hyper 
elliptic torque converter with lockup clutch. 
The transmission is filled for life with low 
friction oil, so no change interval is sched-
uled for the vehicle lifetime even under 
severe usage conditions. While maintain-
ing the original concept of the AF40, the 
aforementioned targets were achieved by 
changing the transmission hardware in 
several areas and by modifying the con-
trols strategy.

modIfICatIons for tHe  
seCond generatIon

While the six-speed AF40, first introduced 
in 2003, had been an excellent product 
representing “state of the art” technology, 
the development team was seeking to fur-
ther improve the design. The project of 
upgrading has been driven by in  creasing 
customer demands concerning the vehicle 
itself, the powertrain, and the automatic 
transmission. General customer expecta-
tions in the vehicle segments into which 

dIpl.-Ing. georg Bednarek
is Global Chief Engineer and  
Global Program Manager for 
 Automatic Transmissions at  

Adam Opel AG in rüsselsheim 
 (Germany).

dr.-Ing. mattHIas alt
is Assistant Chief Engineer and 
 Engineering Group Manager for 

 Automatic Transmissions at  
Adam Opel AG in rüsselsheim 

 (Germany).

dIpl.-Ing. Jan sporleder
is Modelyear Manager and  

Design release Engineer for 
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❷ Power flow of the transmission with two brakes (B) and three clutches (C) as well as one one-way clutch (O)

❶ section through the new six-speed automatic 
transmission AF40 Gen II for 450 Nm torque
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this transmission is integrated have been 
rising further, particularly regarding CO2 
emissions and fuel economy, shift comfort 
and noise (NVH).

Not only is the efficiency of the trans-
mission a direct contribution to fuel effi-
ciency and CO2 emissions, also compo-
nent weight and controls strategy (shift 
patterns and lock-up points) have an im -
pact on the vehicle’s CO2 emissions and 
fuel consumption. Shift comfort is gaining 
more and more importance in midsize 
vehicles; so shift times and shift response 
are subjects of substantial efforts in the 
transmission industry.

New vehicle generations and model-
years have improved significantly with re -
gard to noise and vibrations behavior, and 
powertrain and especially transmission 
design needs to follow this trend. At the 
same time, modern downsized combus-
tion engines with improved fuel efficiency 
and reduced emission levels create, as an 
additional challenge, more torsional irregu-
larities the transmission will have to absorb. 
Generally speaking the requirements on 
transmissions generated by NVH are in -
creasing continually.

Facing the areas in which enhancement 
should be gained with the AF40 Gen II, the 
necessary changes and adaptations were 
derived from these rather abstract chal-
lenges. There are three general areas for 
technological upgrading, ❸:
 : starting device
 : gear train
 : controls.
Modifications of the starting device 
(torque converter) concern the extension 
of the damper spring travel in conjunction 
with a closed converter clutch featuring 
softer spring characteristics as well as a 
smaller torque converter with lower iner-
tia. The long travel damper enables wider 
lockup areas for the converter clutch fea-
turing changes in the calibration towards 
a more efficient engine load point.

Friction reduction in the drive train is 
addressed by new technology for clutch 
plates and roller bearings as well as bear-
ing optimization on the output shaft and 
the differential. In addition, newly devel-
oped seal rings reduce rotational friction. 
Changes in the hydraulic and electric trans-
mission controls consist of an advanced 
quick shift control logic in the software 

(S/W) as well as hardware (H/W) improve-
ments on the solenoid valves.

effICIenCy

Transmission efficiency by reducing the 
internal friction without changing the 
powerflow is gained mainly in the torque 
converter and the gear train. A new damp-
ing solution in the torque converter en -
ables different controls strategies closing 
the converter clutch in large operation 
areas, ❹. In return, this reduces the losses 
caused by an open converter and thus 
contributes to higher efficiency.

The second area of improvement, when 
it comes to friction reduction, is the gear 
train. Optimization of the gear train is ap -
plied to three groups of components, that 
means the friction plates, the bearings, and 
the seal rings. New technology friction 
plates for all stationary and rotating clutches 
reduce drag in clutches not actuated. Dif-
ferent dimensions of the oil grooves and 
enhanced design of the friction segments 
lead to improving the drag torque of the 
plates when not actuated. This improve-
ment is achieved neither by changing the 

❸ Improvements of the AF40 Gen II transmission versus the predecessor AF40 – association of modification to the three general areas
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friction material nor the lift-off of the friction 
plates from both transmission generations. 
Keeping the lift-off at its original level leads 
to the same axial compactness of the clutch-
 es as already seen in the Gen I transmission.

Several bearings in the transmission are 
realized as tapered roller bearings. For the 
second generation, they are optimized con-
cerning friction and fuel efficiency. The 
improvement is achieved by reducing the 
contact area between rollers and bearing 
face while, at the same time, reducing the 
rotational speed of the rollers in rotating 
condition. This, in turn, is achieved by re -
ducing the length and the number of roll-
ers. The roller diameter is increased in order 
to compensate for the load and, at the same 
time, the speed of the rollers is reduced.

In order to minimize the friction of the 
seal rings used in the new transmission, a 
new trapezoid profile of the seal rings is 
used. This change reduces the axial forces 
as well as the size of the friction surface 
acting on the ring, and it reduces the friction 
of the seal rings as well as new material 
used without compromising seal efficiency.

sHIft Comfort, sHIft tImes,  
and sHIft response

Improvements in both shift times and 
shift response as well as shift comfort are 

achieved by optimizing controls hardware 
and modified software. Hardware modifi-
cation consists of a new integrated type of 
solenoid, the Direct Control Linear Sole-
noid. It allows a linear adjustment of pres-
sure in order to ease actuation of the clutch-
 es. Besides, a simplified oil flow results in 
improved response characteristics of the 
system shortening shift delay time by 100 ms.

In addition, the new software support 
could reduce shift times. The gain in shift 

and response time depending on several 
parameters such as shift type (up/down), 
gears involved, engine rpm etc. can be 
read in ❺. What is particularly remarkable 
is the reduction of response time for the 
6-5 down shift representing an improve-
ment of 60 %, and of shift time of the 6-3 
down shift with a likewise significant im -
provement of about 40 %.

Shift quality could be optimized, too, 
via the mentioned measurements. Shift 
feeling for skipped downshifts is improved 
by eliminating the two-step response be -
havior, ❻.

noIse and vIBratIons

Improvements of the noise and vibrations 
behavior (NVH) are mainly achieved by an 
optimized damping inside the torque con-
verter. In line with a hyper elliptic torque 
converter with an electronically controlled 
lockup clutch there is a damping element 
consisting of a coil spring  acting in direction 
of the rotation. In the AF40 Gen II the travel 
of the damper spring is made longer, from 
15.7° to 26.4°, togeth  er with a reduc tion of 
spring stiffness from 29.1 Nm/° to 16 Nm/°.

This new configuration can absorb a 
considerably higher level of vibrations 
than the current spring. This enables cali-
bration to be adapted in order to reflect 
the better damping behavior of the long 
travel damper. Calibration changes com-
prise wide areas of driving conditions 
with closed clutch and the operation in 
controlled slip condition.

❹ New torque converter with longer travel damper compared to the current design

❺ response time and shift time comparison for the current and the new transmission for four x-y down shiftings
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paCkage and weIgHt reduCtIon

While optimizing several functions, sig-
nificant weight reduction and a beneficial 
package situation were achieved. The 
changes in hardware contributing to these 
fields were the modifications of the sole-
noids in the valve body and an optimized 
torque converter.

The new solenoid not only improves 
shift behavior, it also packages significantly 
more compactly in the valve body hous-
ing allowing a changed outer contour. This 
change shortens the transmission by 30 mm 
in vehicle longitudinal direction.

The new torque converter has a smaller 
outer diameter resulting in lower inertia 
as well as in reduced weight. The elongat-
 ed travel of the damper springs plus the 
softer spring stiffness packages in the giv -
en space without any enlargement of the 
outer contour of the converter housing. 
The overall weight reduction of both the 
changes in the valve body and in the 
torque converter adds up a 1.2 kg total 
although weight is added by introducing 
the long travel damper.

fuel eConomy

The contributors to fuel economy improve-
ments in the package of modifications are 
not just those concerning the gear train 
where they have a direct effect on fuel 

economy by way of reducing internal fric-
tion; control strategies enabled by the NVH 
package applied to the starting device have 
significant impacts, too.

Of course the controls strategies described 
are subject to variations depending on the 
application at hand. Not only the engine 
but the vehicle, too, into which the AF40 
Gen II transmission is installed does influ-
ence the controls approach. Fuel economy 
improvements for a 2-l gasoline engine in 
an Opel midsize vehicle add up to 2.9 % 
in the NEDC, resulting from internal fric-
tion reduction and controls strategy.

summary

A new generation of the six-speed auto-
matic transmission for GM midsize vehi-
cles with front and all-wheel drive has been 
developed. The new AF40 Gen II transmis-
sion is based on the predecessor (Gen I) 
from 2003 and debuted in the summer of 
2010 in the Opel Insignia. It covers up to 
450 Nm of torque and will be applied to a 
broad variety of gasoline and diesel 
engines in a wide displacement range 
with power outputs ranging from 96 to 
240 kW.

Most notably the development of the 
second generation features improved 
fuel efficiency of 2.9 % in NEDC and en -
hanced drivability. The transmission is 
1.2 kg lighter.

In the process of development the origi-
nal concepts of the first generation were 
maintained. But optimization was reached 
in several areas of the transmission hard-
ware and controls software. Focus of the 
changes in hardware was on reducing the 
internal friction via friction plates, tapered 
roller bearings and better seal rings. The 
damping capabilities of the transmission 
were enhanced aiming to absorb more 
engine irregularities and to improve the 
vehicle’s overall NVH behavior.
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❻ Time diagram for shift comfort improvement by eliminating the two-step response behavior with the new transmission
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Tyres, wheels, suspension –  
how comfortable are our cars?
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In spite of all the assistance offered by electronic control systems, the latest generation of 
passenger car chassis still relies on conventional chassis elements. With a view towards  
driving dynamics, this book examines these conventional elements and their interaction with 
mechatronic systems. First, it describes the fundamentals and design of the chassis and goes 
on to examine driving dynamics with a particularly practical focus. This is followed by a  
detailed description and explanation of the modern components. A separate section is  
devoted to the axles and processes for axle development. 
With its revised illustrations and several updates in the text and list of references, this new 
edition already includes a number of improvements over the first edition.
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Forged gears For Transmissions 
and PowerTrains
In the automobile, gears occur often in the powertrain as force transmitting elements. Hirschvogel renders  

to manufacture ready-for-assembly splines with near-net-shape geometry in a metal-forming process. Thus 

 using forging instead of machining, a reduction of assembly length and cost is achieved within an advantageous 

fiber flow at the same time. If splines need to be produced in blind holes, the costly broaching or slotting 

process is not necessary anymore.
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AdvAntAges of the  
forgIng Process

Gears are frequently used geometrical 
 elements in cars. They find application 
prima rily in the transmission (gearwheels 
and planet gears) and in the powertrain 
(torque transmission shaft/hub, multi-
disk clutches). Due to their complex 
geometry, production of these elements 
requires high levels of production engi-
neering efforts and is thus costly.

The high cost-efficiency of forging pro-
cesses renders the manufacture of ready-
for-assembly gears less expensive. Even 
the production of gears with near-net-shape 
geometry using forging operations holds 
the potential of decreasing the overall pro-
duction costs.

In this article, Hirschvogel outlines the 
possibilities of manufacturing gears through 
forging production processes [1] using 
various examples from series production 
as well as from development. Besides cost 
savings, these cases also reveal additional 
technical advantages, such as a reduction 
in the assembly length (geometrical re -
strictions of cutting tools do not apply), 
monoblock designs and manufacture of 
geometries that cannot be produced by 
machining (accessibility, gears in blind 
holes). From the entire spectrum of forg-
ing (hot, warm and cold forging) and of 
machining, these examples reveal how 
various types of cost-saving potential may 
be tapped and technical advantages 
exploited.

One principal task of gears lies in 
transferring speed and torque in the form 
of gearwheels from one shaft to the other 
and transforming them at the same time. 
Another important area of application 
for gears lies in the group of splines. In 
most transmissions, splines are more fre-
quently used than gearwheels. The task 
of this machine element is to transfer 
torque on the same shaft. The fixed gear-
wheels of a transmission, for example, 
are connected to the shaft via splines. A 
further area of application for splines is 
the powertrain, for example the shaft 
ends of constant velocity joints, wheel 
hubs of driven wheels, connection ele-
ments of the drive shaft, etc. Producing 
these gears by means of forging repre-
sents a particularly cost-efficient process 
with technical advantages that will be 
outlined below.

forgIng fundAmentAls

Forging is an extremely economical process 
for producing complex components in 
large volumes at minimum cycle times. 
Furthermore, forging processes are char-
acterized by high material utilization as 
well as favorable mechanical material 
properties in the manufactured parts, 
 particularly when these are subjected to 
dynamic load.

A significant differentiating factor be -
tween the various forging processes is the 
temperature of the billets at the start of the 
process. When hot forging steel, the metal 
is heated to temperatures of over 1200 °C. 
This decreases the force required and in -
creases deformability. During cold forging, 
the billet has room temperature at the 
start of forging. As no shrinkage or scale 
formation occurs, cold forged parts dem-
onstrate greater geometrical and dimen-
sional accuracy than comparable hot 
forged parts. However, compared to hot 
forging, the deformability of cold forged 
parts is limited. When warm forging steel, 
temperatures between 600 to around 
900 °C are required. The goal of warm 
forging is to combine the benefits of cold 
and hot forging.

metAl-formIng Process  
of geArs

The current precision requirements de -
manded of splines lie in the quality range 
of between 8 and 9 (according to DIN 
5480). This can be achieved using state-
of-the-art forging. In order to further in -
crease accuracy when forging gears, opti-
mum conditions must prevail prior to the 
forging process. This may be achieved by 
intermediate machining, for example. This 
eliminates any volume fluctuations caused 
by upstream processes that may otherwise 
have a negative impact on the quality of 
the gears.

Taking the overall quality of the gears 
into account, quality 7 (according to DIN 
5480) currently represents the best that 
may be achieved reliably on an industrial 
scale. The precision of the tools needed is 
two or three quality classes better than 
the gears of the finished part. Some indi-
vidual characteristics of the gears, for 
example the pitch, are transferred by the 
tools to the workpiece almost identically 
during the forging process, enabling indi-
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vidual deviations in the range of quality 5 
to be achieved. It is highly important, 
therefore, to adapt the gear quality to the 
component function. In some cases, it is 
advisable to deviate somewhat from the 
rigid standard and to consciously shift 
from considerations of individual toler-
ances towards functional relevance in 
order to generate optimum components 
with respect to task fulfillment and costs.

Which type of forging is used for pro-
ducing gears depends greatly on the part 
itself. By combining hot and cold forging 
processes, both complex geometries as 
well as the required accuracy may be 
achieved, for example through downstream 
cold forging of the gears. Savings potential 
arises if investments in costly gear milling 
machines are dispensed with, or if pro-
ducing the gears by means of cutting pro -
cesses involves disproportionate amounts 
of effort or requires special processes. 
Geometrically favorable designs that may 
be generated by means of forging can also 

bring about cost savings through the pro-
duction of smaller parts.

PrActIcAl exAmPle 1 – sPlInes

While shafts are usually provided with 
external teeth on the shaft end, hubs nor-
mally have internal teeth introduced dur-
ing a broaching process. The teeth must 
have good accessibility from both sides. If 
splines need to be produced in blind holes, 
a costly slotting process is often unavoid-
able, as broaching is not an option due to 
lack of accessibility. Here, forging can offer 
an alternative that is advantageous from 
both a quality and a cost perspective as 
the following examples show.

The output flange, ❶, has splines 
which extend to the base plane of the 
component without a transitional geom-
etry. Such a design is not economically 
feasible using cutting processes. The slid-
ing shaft with internal teeth on the cup 
floor is produced in a three-stage cold 

forging process. As the nature of this pro-
duction method re  sults in practically no 
inlet and outlet ge  ometries, the total 
height of the splines can be used. Both 
the splines and the adjoining cup are 
produced entirely by means of forging, 
leading to a very high level of material 
utilization. This represents an additional 
benefit in the face of an ever scarcer sup-
ply of resources.

The absolute size of forged splines has 
no effect on the production speed, ❷. 
Both the large internal as well as the small 
external splines were produced by means 
of forging. A combination of warm and 
cold forging plus machining allows the 
ready-for-assembly manufacture of this 
part. Whereas the smaller shaft splines 
need to be induction hardened due to the 
small diameter, this process step may be 
omitted for the larger splines in the cup. 
In spite of high local compressive loads 
due to the thin clutch disks, the strain 
hardening from the forging process is suf-
ficient. The disk carrier is assembled as a 
central component in a transfer clutch, 
which is responsible for the torque bal-
ance between the front and rear axle.

The production of splines by means of 
forging means that inlet and outlet zones 
are eliminated, leading to a significant 
shortening of the part. The example link 
shaft in ❸ shows a connecting part that 
was shortened in length by approximately 
25 % by switching from milling to forging. 
The use of a forging process even allowed 
the possible load to be increased. The pre-
form of this part is generated in a multiple 
stage warm forging process followed by 
the production of the ready-for-assembly 
splines using cold forging.

❶ output flange and sliding shaft ❷ Disk carrier

❸ Link shaft
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PrActIcAl exAmPle 2 –  
hIrth JoInt

Face gears allow maximum torques to be 
transmitted across a minimum amount of 
space. Radial connection of the teeth, ❹ 
Centre, even increases this potential fur-
ther. This is also known as a Hirth joint 
and has been recognized for a long time. 
One reason that has so far prevented wider 
use of this geometrical element lies in the 
production costs. Producing the Hirth 
joint in sufficient volumes by means of 
forging now opens up the possibility of 
large-scale industrial application.

With Hirth joints produced by machin-
ing, the teeth always need to protrude 
above the neighboring geometries. When 

forging these joints, the teeth may be 
located almost anywhere. The teeth of a 
part that tends to be weaker may be 
designed in a more stable way through 
radial connection of the teeth, for exam-
ple. Even the forming of the tooth flank 
angle which, up to now, usually amounted 
to 60°, is barely subject to limitation. Crown-
ing in both an axial as well as a radial 
direction is also possible if required.

PrActIcAl exAmPle 3 –  
runnIng geArs

Pre-forged running gears with complex 
geometry also hold cost-savings potential 
with respect to material and thus resources. 
❺ shows the percentage savings for run-

ning gears as well as the other gear types. 
Due to using less material, the essential 
cutting volume is reduced. This has a posi -
tive effect on working time and tooling 
waste. Pre-forged gears have a little bit 
higher cost but can be integrated in the 
raw part.

Differential bevel gears that rotate 
slowly can be produced with ready-for-
assembly forged running teeth today, as 
noise problems here are almost non-exist-
ent. Due to their high rotational speed, 
normal running gears have quality re -
quirements that may usually only be met 
by means of grinding, honing or lapping.

PrActIcAl exAmPle 4 –  
no burrs

However, producing running gears by 
means of machining is problematic due to 
the generation of burr or sharp edges. For 
this reason, usually great efforts are made 
in an additional operation to chamfer the 
edges generated during machining. Using 
a new concept for producing chamfers at 
crown gears, ❻, this costly process step 
may be omitted. As the chamfers need to 
fulfill considerably fewer requirements 
than the tooth flanks, these may be pro-
duced by means of forging. The machine 
tool then no longer exits in the original 
end faces of the tooth gaps, but rather in 
the preforged chamfers.

This minimizes or even prevents burr 
formation. Introducing the chamfers by 
means of forging is much more cost-effi-
cient than a subsequent mechanical 
removal process. Apart from the initial 
alignment of the rotational position dur-
ing soft machining, the existing produc-
tion concept does not need to undergo 
any changes.

conclusIon

Forged splines and gears offer a lot of 
opportunities. It is possible to produce 
parts more economically, with optimised 
design or with higher fatigue life. For this 
customer and forging manufacturer need 
to cooperate closely. An early interaction 
in the product development process is 
beneficial for both sides.

reference
[1] raedt, H.-W.: Hochleistungsbauteile aus 
 massivumgeformten Werkstoffen. In: aTZ 108 
(2006), nr. 9, s. 732 – 737

reductIon of WeIght 
rAW / fInIshed

sAvIng of sPAce /  
length

outPut flAnge ≈ 20 % / – ≈ 11 %

slIdIng shAft ≈ 15 % / – –

lInk shAft ≈ 20 % / ≈ 14 % ≈ 25 %

fAce geArs ≈ 10 – 20 % / ≈ 15 % ≈ 10 – 20 %

neAr net shAPed geArs ≈ 8,5 % / – –

❺ Percentage savings for running gears as well as the other gear types

❹ Parts with face gears (Hirth joint)

❻ Crown gear with pressed chamfers
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IntroductIon

Automotive manufacturers are increas-
ingly focusing on equipping vehicles with 
new and more sophisticated driver assist 
systems – supported by a raft of technolo-
gies based on proximity sensors, radar, 
laser-based lidar and the CMOS (Comple-
mentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) 
camera. Of all these sensors, the camera 
is perhaps the most versatile be  cause 
unlike to radar it can detect and classify a 
wide range of relevant “objects”. Because 
of its multi-tasking capability, the CMOS 
video camera is of particular interest for 
vehicle manufacturers.

TRW’s earlier T-CAM – which is cur-
rently in production on the Lancia Delta – 
is already established in the areas of lane 
keeping. It activates audible or visual warn-
ings to prevent inadvertent lane changes 
or departures, and when integrated with 
electric power steering (EPS), can provide 
discreet inputs (torque overlay) via the 
steering wheel to guide the vehicle back 
towards the center of the lane. These func -
tions are being continually improved. In 
the case of lane departure warning, a lane 
keeping function has evolved, while the 
high/low beam assistant is developing from 
one that simply switched the headlights 
between main beam and dipped, to one 

that offers a “staged” control. Vehicle manu-
facturers also use a forward-looking cam-
era to support radar-based functions such 
as adaptive cruise control (ACC); city driv-
ing ACC Stop-and-Go systems; collision 
warning; and collision mitigation. Traffic 
sign recog  nition as well as video-based 
pedestrian safety functions that work in 
conjunction with radar sensors are also 
fast-expanding areas of development. These 
trends are gaining momentum due to their 
recognition by important vehicle test or -
ganizations such as Euro NCAP, which has 
launched awards to recognize the perfor-
mance of active safety systems. Legislation 
is having an influence on the continuous 
development of driver assist systems, too. 
To fulfill current and future requirements 
for advanced video sensing, the engineers 
of “Driver Assist Systems” and “Integrated 
Active & Passive Safety Technologies“ at 
TRW have developed a scalable camera 
with improved performance, the so called 
S-Cam. The highly integrated and compact 
sensor, ❶, is able to detect vehicles (by 
day and night), lanes, traffic signs, and 
pedestrians – enabling the vehicle manu-
facturers to offer features such as collision 
warning, lane departure warning, lane 
keeping, traffic sign indication, high/low 
beam, gliding light assistance and pedes-
trian safety function with one single unit. 

dr. GeorG SchneIder
is Engineering Manager Video  
at TRW Automotive in Koblenz  

(Germany).

dr. AloIS SeewAld
is Global Director Research and 

 Development and Cognitive Safety 
Integration at TRW Automotive in 

Düsseldorf (Germany).

SASchA heInrIchS-BArtScher
 Chief Engineer DAS Core 

 Development at TRW Automotive in 
Koblenz (Germany).
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“All-in-one” – video-bAsed 
driver AssistAnce systems
TRW has developed a new scalable and compact camera. The so called S-Cam is able to see and interpret  

what is happening on the road ahead of a vehicle more effectively than preceding systems. As a single  

component, it supports oEMs with an array of safety and driver assist functions, for example collision and  

lane departure warning, lane keeping, traffic sign indication, high/low beam, gliding light assistance as well  

as pedestrian safety functions. 

deSIGn requIrementS

In order to deliver a wide range of cus-
tomer functions, the new video camera 
sensor had to be capable of detecting, 
classifying and localizing objects to a 
high degree of accuracy and reliability. 
These include: lanes, light-emitting 
objects such as tail lights and headlights, 
road signs, vehicles and pedestrians (sta-
tionary or moving). Additionally the sen-
sor needed to be as compact as possible 
to accommodate its ideal forward-looking 
mounting position – behind the wind-
screen near the rear-view mirror. The 
camera also had to deliver its many func-
tions as cost-effectively as possible. In 

addition to all detection functions, all 
customer functions had to be integrated 
into a single module – in other words, a 
one-box solution. Another requirement 
was the easy mounting and dismounting 
during car manufacture, servicing or 
windscreen replacement. This impacts on 
the mechanical connection requirements 
and also means that camera calibration 
procedure must be exact, fast and as 
straightforward as possible.

ScAlABle S-cAm SolutIon

With the newly developed scalable cam-
era, TRW has developed a sensor meeting 
the most common requirements of vehicle 

manufacturers, ❷. At the heart of the sys-
tem are the EyeQ2 chip with algorithms 
from the company Mobileye, and a cus-
tomer-specific microprocessor. A magne-
sium housing provides both structural 
integrity and a sufficient heat sink to dis-
sipate waste heat produced by the micro-
processors and sunlight loading. The cam-
era itself is a wide VGA (752 x 480 pixel) 
CMOS imager. Three out of four pixels are 
“clear”, measuring pure light intensity in -
dependent of color while the fourth “red” 
pixel measures only the red component of 
the incident light. This so-called RCCC 
imager combines the advantages of a pure 
black-and white-imager – higher resolution 
and higher sensitivity – with the benefit 
of being able to distinguish the red chan-
nel. This helps to differentiate tail lights 
from white reflectors and it enables the 
camera to distinguish between, for exam-
ple, the “speed limit 80” and the “high-
way exit number 80”. Combined anti-
reflective coatings minimize the effect of 
stray lights. 

Two CAN controllers can be installed. 
Typically one is connected to the vehicle 
CAN to obtain specific information like 
host vehicle speed, yaw rate and the state 
of indicators, brakes, wipers, headlights 
and so on while also communicating with 
the vehicle’s human machine interface ❶ TRW S-Cam: multifunctional sensor supporting an array of driver assistance and safety functions in a single unit
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(HMI). The second CAN interfaces exclu-
sively with the radar sensor, if fitted, for 
high order data fusion in the radar.

The S-Cam is totally scalable with respect 
to the software modules which are executed 
on the EyeQ2 chip. At the moment the 
scalability of the hardware is restricted to 
the RAM and ROM modules used on the 
printed circuit board (PCB). The full soft-
ware bundle requires the PCB, ❸ and ❹, 
to be equipped with 128 MB of SDRAM 
(Synchronous Dynamic Random Access 
Memory) and either 8 or 16 MB of flash 
memory. The second microprocessor is 
Autosar compliant and dedicated to the 
basic software modules like CAN commu-
nication and diagnosis as well as customer 
specific functions and HMI modules. Be -
sides customer specific functions such as 
lane keeping control, pedestrian detection, 
and collision warning, it offers OEMs the 
opportunity to integrate their own appli-
cation code so that their interfaces have a 
unique look and feel.

The EyeQ2 architecture consists of two 
floating point and hyper-thread 32 bit RISC 
CPUs (Central Processing Units). Based 
on its architecture the camera is able to 
perform intensive vision computations 
needed for functions and applications. 

The assembly process of the S-Cam is 
easy and robust, ❺. The assembly is 
attached to the windscreen by a plastic 
bracket which is pre-bonded to the glass, 
using polyurethane (PU) adhesives. The 
camera module is snapped into this 
bracket, ❻, leaving a small but important 
gap between it and the glass. This ensures 
that there is some air flow in the area, ❼, 
so that any moisture that could affect the 
functionality of the camera is quickly 

removed by the heating and ventilating 
system. TRW carried out extensive airflow 
simulations to optimize the air flow.

ApplIcAtIon potentIAl

S-Cam builds on the capabilities of its 
predecessor. The lane-keeping algorithm 
is able to detect every kind of lane mark-
ings used whether they are solid, single, 
double or triple; or colored white, yellow 
or blue. Even dots and road edges, includ-
ing grass verges, can be detected. This 
capability massively enhances the cam-
era’s capability in the application of lane 
departure warning systems, lane keeping 

and guidance systems. At night, the new 
camera is able to detect and classify objects 
from an analysis of their lights. It differen-
tiates oncoming vehicles; transport 
traveling in the same direction; reflectors 
located around the road; and can tell 
whether the vehicle is in an urban area by 
detecting street lamps and other types of 
ambient light. S-Cam also keeps pace with 
advanced headlamp design, supporting 
actuation of complex beam patterns and 
graduated high-low beam control.

All motorized vehicles can be detected 
together with accompanying data – dis-
tance; lateral offset; position in angle; 
vehicle width; speed; acceleration; class 

pArAmeter VAlue

FIeld oF VIew (detectIon AreA) 42 ° horizontal, 27 ° vertical

ImAGer SIze 752 x 480 pixel

VelocIty rAnGe up to 250 kph

updAte rAte 13,8 Hz (with 4 exposures)

power conSumptIon 3.50 W

module weIGht 74 g

pAckAGInG SpAce requIred  
(cAmerA + BrAcket)

X – (fore/aft) 110 mm
y – (cross car) 60 mm
Z – (up/down) 36 mm

operAtInG temperAture -40 to +85 °C (+105 °C for CAn communication only)

❷ Key features of S-Cam ❸ PCB of S-Cam

❹ PCB block diagram
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(car, motorcycle, truck); time-to-collision 
(TTC); and status of brake, indicator and 
hazard lights. The guaranteed detection 
range for cars is 90 m but, in reality, is 130 
to 150 m. Due to their narrower width the 
detection range for motorcycles is 40 to 
60 m. By combining the advantages of a 
video based sensor with the performance 
of a radar sensor through data fusion, 
vehicle manufactures are able to provide 
forward collision warning, collision miti-
gation braking and full emergency braking 
systems to further improve vehicle safety. 
While radar is precise in its measurement 
of distances and relatives speeds, the video 
camera is precise in determining an object’s 

lateral position. Together these sensors are 
able to deliver the required precision for 
an automatic emergency braking although 
the camera is able to estimate the distance 
to the vehicle ahead. This is why the S-Cam 
is able to provide the less critical function-
ality of forward collision warning together 
with a distance warning. 

Detection and recognition of traffic 
signs is mainly based on those specified 
by the Vienna Convention [1], but US and 
Arabic speed signs are also integrated into 
the system. Greater robustness in poor 
weather conditions, difficult light levels 
and world wide local differences in sig-
nage has been integrated. Ongoing devel-

opment will lead to recognition of addi-
tional signs including: stop, no passing, 
city entrance, freeway entrance and end 
of freeway. Higher resolution images will 
also allow sub texts to be read – for exam-
ple, the times when a speed limit is in 
operation.

Children and adults, both walking and 
standing, can also be detected. S-Cam’s 
de  signers have put a lot of effort into this 
area and the capability now includes 
bi cycles crossing the vehicle’s path as an 
additional class of “pedestrian”. Optical 
flow calculations are currently in develop-
ment at TRW which – basically – allow 
the system to recognize whether any kind 
of object has entered a specific area in 
front of the vehicle.

SummAry

With its new camera, TRW has developed 
a high performance sensor that is the 
smallest and most compact unit on the 
market. Its ability to detect and classify a 
very wide range of objects – and the subse-
quent broad customer functions that this 
allows – should satisfy the requirements of 
vehicle manufacturers. As a single compo-
nent, it supports an array of functions 
which – in the near future – will be deliv-
ering higher levels of comfort and safety to 
a growing number of vehicle platforms. 

reFerence
[1] Economic Commission for Europe: 
Convention on Road Signs and Signals.  
Vienna, 1968

❻ Camera attachment: align camera with 
windshield bracket using forward edge 
(above); engage snaps and pivot upward to 
lock (below)

❺ Assembly process

❼ Air flow concept in order to remove possible moisture in front of the camera
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Gear ShiftS aS Situation adapted 
 pre-warninG of the driver
In a research project, BMW Group Research and Technology, Universität Duisburg-Essen and Technische 

Universität München try out a novel pre-warning concept for emergency braking systems. A downshift is 

initiated in the automatic transmission as soon as the warning time is reached. The resulting jerk attracts 

the attention of distracted drivers without irritating overtaking drivers that are aware of the situation. 

Additionally, the overtaking driver takes advantage of the higher engine torque within the lower gear.

30
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EmErgEncy brakIng systEms –  
challEngE and statE of thE art

Present-day driver assistance systems are able to avoid an immi-
nent collision by actively triggering the brakes. The required dis-
tance for this braking maneuver increases as a quadratic function 
of the relative speed between the ego vehicle and the potential 
collision object. Compared to this braking distance, there is only 
a linear relation between relative speed and the required distance 
for a close overtaking maneuver. This means that going beyond 
a relative speed of around 40 km/h, overtaking is still possible 
after having passed the last moment for a collision-avoiding brak-
ing maneuver [1].

This so-called dilemma of intervention causes a trade-off be -
tween collision avoidance and collision mitigation when specify-
ing the system’s parameters. Though the collision is avoided if 
the system initiates full braking at reaching the required braking 
distance, a driver who has planned a close overtaking maneuver 
will be surprised by the intervention. For safety reasons, current 
serial systems are therefore typically specified to only initiate 
braking when reaching a time range where the driver cannot re -
solve the situation by braking or overtaking on his own (“point 
of no return”). That means that at higher relative speeds a colli-
sion’s effects can only be mitigated – the collision itself however 
cannot be avoided.

At BMW Group Research and Technology, an emergency brak-
ing system has been developed in a project that integrates a 
driver model into the system algorithm. In certain situations, this 
allows an earlier conclusion about the driver’s state of attentive-
ness, see four phases in ❶. For this purpose, the driving situation 
is analyzed at an early stage in terms of possible events that 
require a driver’s reaction – for example a cut-in vehicle or a sud-
den braking maneuver of the preceding vehicle. The autonomous 
braking is neglected in case the driver reacts within his statisti-
cally maximum reaction boundaries. If an adequate amount of 
time has elapsed and still no driver reaction is visible or alterna-
tively if there is not enough time for an appropriate reaction, the 
autonomous braking maneuver can be activated [2].

nEEd for a sItuatIon adaptEd drIvEr warnIng

By shifting the brake timing to an earlier point of time with the 
objective to achieve collision avoidance also at higher relative 
speeds, as exemplified, also an earlier timing for a driver warning 
that has to be triggered some time before the automatic braking 
results. At this point, information about the driver’s intention and 
attentiveness gets even vaguer. The respective warning dilemma 
states that a driver warning is more effective the earlier it occurs, 
but at the same time the rate of false alarms will increase.

Driver warnings already in series production (optical/acoustical 
warning, haptical brake jerk or light braking) are mainly designed 
to support distracted drivers that are not (yet) aware of the danger-
ous situation. Due to the braking at higher relative speeds for col-
lision avoidance and the attending earlier warning, drivers that 
merely plan to overtake have to be taken more into account. For 
those drivers, however, the existing warning methods mentioned 
above appear to be rather irritating or even endangering. In any 
case, they offer a minor pardonableness in case of a false activa-

dIpl.-Ing. phIlIpp rEInIsch
is Employee at BMW Group 

 Research and Technology in Munich 
and PhD student at the chair  

of  Mechatronics of University of 
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tion. Therefore, the goal of a novel driver 
warning is to warn distracted drivers with-
out irritating overtaking drivers.

gEarshIft jErk  
as drIvEr warnIng

The driver pre-warning presented here 
uses the resulting jerk from downshifting 
as haptical feedback to the driver, see also 
[3]. Thus, the attention of the distracted 
driver while approaching a possible colli-
sion object is attracted and he is therefore 
warned, while at the same time the over-
taking driver derives advantage from the 
downshift. Higher engine torques within 
the lower gear facilitate the required accel-
eration for an overtaking maneuver. The 
subjective faulty activation is therefore 
transformed into an assistance action.

Additionally, a series of other advantages 
accrues: The jerk from downshifting acti-
vates the kinesthetic-vestibular sensory 
channel that addresses the equilibrium 

sense and the kinesthesia. This channel 
shows the lowest perception delays which 
results in a shorter reaction time compared 
to an optical or acoustical warning [4]. 
With an increasing engine speed within 
the lower gear and a therefore increasing 
sound level in the ve  hicle interior, also the 
acoustical sensory channel is activated 
without using audio warnings.

Also a driver assistance system’s require-
ment to not compromise the driver [4] in 
front of his passengers is fulfilled by the 
downshift. An obvious driver warning 
could be interpreted as imminent danger 
that jeopardizes the passengers’ safety 
and should be avoided. In comparison to 
an audio warning or a hard brake jerk, 
the shift jerk remains rather imperceptible 
for the passengers.

tEchnIcal rEalIZatIon

Goal of the technical realization is the ge -
neration of a reproducible and parameter-

izable jerk from downshifting. As the re -
sulting jerk depends on the initial gear and 
the engine speed when shifting, its ampli-
tude differs. For that reason, the jerk is 
amplified by a supplemental synchronal 
application of the vehicle’s brakes.

The complete system is therefore com-
posed of a brake-side and a transmission-
side component. To determine the target 
curve for the electro-hydraulic brake, it is 
necessary to predict the longitudinal accel-
eration resulting from a downshift during 
constant movement that depends on the 
initial gear and the initial engine speed. The 
predicted jerk is then subtracted from the 
desired scalable jerk and the brake target 
curve results. As the two components have 
different dead times, a synchronization of 
the brake and the shift initiation makes 
sure that the overlay of the actual curves 
results in the desired jerk. The complete 
warning system is shown in ❷.

shIftIng modEl for 
 dEcElEratIon prEdIctIon

❸ shows the characteristic curve of the longi-
tudinal acceleration during a downshift. For 
eliminating high-frequency stimuli from the 
road surface, the curve is low-pass filtered. The 
two slopes – first plunging down and quickly 
switching over to ascending, even above the 
zero level – are typical. Finally, the accelera-
tion returns slowly to its point of origin.

The step response of a mass-spring-
damper system (MSD system) is used as 
substituted mechanical system for model-
ing the given curve. The MSD system is 
uniquely defined by the three coefficients 
mass m, spring constant c and damping 
coefficient d. From these values the sys-
tem’s oscillation period T, as well as the 
damping ratio δ, can be calculated.

The step response essentially depends 
on the damping ratio δ. If it remains be -
low one, overshoots appear; with values 
greater than one the system does not 
reach its final position. For δ = 1 however 
(aperiodic borderline case), the curve 
approaches asymptotically the final value 
and has no harmon  ic content. Due to 
these transparent characteristics, the ape-
riodic borderline case is used for model-
ing the downshift curve. The equation for 
the step response thus only depends on 
the two parameters  oscillation period T 
and excitation am  plitude K as well as on 
the time t:

❶ Mode of operation of the emergency braking system in four phases
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EQ. 1 gstep(t)=K∙ ( 1–  e–   t__ T  ∙(1+  t__ T )) 

As a single step response can only describe 
the first part of the deceleration down to 
the minimum, the substituted mechanical 
system is induced by a set of three differ-
ent and time-shifted steps for reproducing 
the entire curve shape. The first and the 
third step are oriented in negative direc-
tion in order to map the two falling slopes. 
To achieve the regression to the zero level, 
the three excitation amplitudes’ sum needs 
to be zero:

EQ. 2 ∑3
i=1Ki=0

To describe the temporal offset of the sub-
functions and thus the dead time tT,i until 
their “activation” mathematically, the 
Heavi side function θ(x) is used. In sum-
mary, by using the functional equation of 
a MSD system activated by three time-
shifted steps, the following equation for 
the car’s deceleration during a downshift 
results:

EQ. 3
adownshift(t)=∑3

i=1–Ki∙

θ (t–tT,i)∙ ( 1–  e–  
t–tT,i

____ T   ∙(1+  
t–tT,i

____ T  )) 

As the established equation should describe 
the course of any possible deceleration 
curve from downshifting, the free para-
meters K1, K2, tT,1, tT,2, tT,3 and T need to be 
a function of the engine speed n. A linear 

variation leads to the following system of 
equations:

EQ. 4 (
tT,1

)


(
p1

)


(
p6

)tT,2  p2  p7

tT,3 =p2 ∙n+p8

T  p3  p9

K1  p4   p10

K2  p5  p11

After fitting the resulting eleven para-
meters pi to the original deceleration 
curves by a least-square optimization, a 
continuous description of the downshifts 
within one gear is possible. In a six-speed 
automatic transmission with five possible 

downshifts, 55 parameters describe the 
complete mathematical model of all single 
downshifts of the transmission.

conclusIon

The development of driver warnings for 
emergency braking systems is challenging 
due to the fact that by shifting the warn-
ing timing to an earlier stage their efficiency 
increases while at the same time the rate 
of false alarms grows larger – especially 
for drivers that merely plan to overtake and 
close in on the preceding vehicle.

For resolving this dilemma, this project 
at BMW Group Research and Technology 
presented a new approach that warns the 
distracted driver as well as supports the 
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❷ scheme of technical realization of the warning system

❸ characteristic curve of longitudinal acceleration during a transmission downshift
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overtaking driver without knowing the 
explicit driver intention. For that purpose, 
a downshift is triggered within the auto-
matic transmission and the resulting jerk 
is used as haptical warning. At the same 
time, the overtaking driver takes advantage 
of higher en  gine torques provided within 
the lower gear.

Further empirical research studies will 
show the concept’s acceptance in real 
traffic. Also the optimal jerk’s “hardness” 
as well as the best activation timing depend-
ing on the current driving situation and 
environment will have to be determined.
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Sealing of TranSmiSSion 
PiSTonS wiTh PTfe for 
increaSed gear ShifT comforT
Gear shift comfort is, next to a higher degree of efficiency, one of the main goals in the development 

of modern automatic and double clutch transmissions. Until now, the crux of the matter had always 

been the sealing application for the transmission piston. Freudenberg has now  successfully developed 

a way to enhance a transmission piston seal through the integration of a PTFE layer.  Using this new 

sealing, called Torque Control Seal (TCS), can significantly reduce all previous disad vantages caused by 

friction such as break-away force, non-linear behaviour or hysteresis.

Industry SEalinGS
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FrIctIon behavIour prevented 
product Improvements

Hydraulic transmission pistons have been 
part of transmission technology for dec-
ades. Efforts to achieve higher gear shift 
comfort and optimal performance have 
usually been hampered by the complex 
friction behaviour of transmission piston 
seals. This friction behaviour is influenced 
by many parameters due to the fact that 
the performance of rubber as a sealing 
material varies with temperature and with 
different lubricants and stroke forces, 
resulting in non-linear friction values of 
the transmission piston. There are also 
other factors, such as break-away force, 
stick-slip effects and hysteresis between 
operating and return stroke of the piston, 
which have so far prevented a precise 
shifting of gears which can be repeated 
over millions of shift cycles. These com-
plex friction characteristics make is neces-
sary to find compromises for the applica-
tion and for the design of the shift strategy 
and have therefore presented serious addi-
tional obstacles for improvements in com-
fort and performance.

This is why Freudenberg has carried 
out a benchmark study in which it ana-
lysed different criteria such as friction 
behaviour, installation, packaging and 
cost of different transmission piston seals 
in detail. The examined parts were com-
posite transmission piston seals, a combi-
nation of O-ring with PTFE slip ring, O-rings, 
D-rings, as well as U-packings. A compari-
son of friction forces is presented in ❶ for 
all five seal types. The combination of 
O-ring with PTFE slip ring showed the low-
est friction values. However, its difficult 
assembly and unfavourable installation 
space requirements are both reasons why 
this sealing solution has not been able to 
compete with the composite transmission 
piston seal (with vulcanised sealing lip).

The basic idea behind the development 
of a next-generation transmission piston 
seal is to join the best characteristics of both 
current solutions in one new seal, ❷. The 
aim was therefore to combine the excel-
lent friction characteristics of PTFE with 
the rigidity, the centring characteristics 
and the lip geometry, which is similar to 
that of a U-packing, as they are present in 
the current composite transmission piston 
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Schwingungstechnik KG in 
 Weinheim (Germany).
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❶ Basic tests with different transmission piston seals reveal big differences in their friction behavior – the 
 solutions, which have so far delivered the best results, are marked in red (from left to right: composite 
 transmission piston seal, a combination of o-ring with PTFE slip ring, o-ring, D-ring, as well as a U-packing; 
measurements of maximum friction at 500 mm/min, 5 bar sealing pressure and 23 °C)
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seal with metal base element. The result 
is the new Torque Control Seal (TCS) from 
Freudenberg, ❸. Friction studies with sam-
ple parts of a particular type of elasto-
meric-metal composite with PTFE layer 
have shown significant improvements of 
sealing-related criteria such as gear shift 
comfort, gear shift timing, efficiency and 
service life.

new transmIssIon pIston  
seal under testIng

In order to evaluate the improvement of 
friction reduction achieved by the new 
TCS seal, Freudenberg initially produced 
two different samples. One sample was 
equipped with a normal rubber seal lip, to 
act as a reference part for the other sam-
ple, which is geometrically identical and 
whose seal lip had been enhanced with a 
PTFE layer.

Extensive friction tests with these two 
samples revealed that the friction values 
of the TCS seal were only a fraction of 
those of a standard seal. A subsequent 
optimisation of the seal lip geometry 
resulted in a further reduction of friction 
values. The improved sample also showed 
only insignificant differences in break-
away force and dynamic friction. This 
means that it is possible to achieve a very 
linear dynamic behaviour.

The next step for Freudenberg was to 
adapt this technology to suit a real trans-
mission piston seal and to carry out first 
tests with sample transmissions in co-
operation with automotive and transmis-
sion manufacturers. Also in these devel-
opment projects with real transmissions 
the first TCS samples showed excellent 
friction characteristics. The fact that the 
PTFE layer of the samples in the second 
test stage was merely applied onto exist-

ing transmission piston seals explains the 
deviations in the results between the orig-
inal samples and the TCS samples. This is 
mainly due to the fact that the present seal 
lip geometry is not yet designed for the 
extremely short shift times it is exposed to 
in a real transmission. The design is cur-
rently being adapted to suit the application 
in order to be able to carry out further 
tests with real transmissions.

applIcatIon oF a ptFe  
layer also For other  
sealIng solutIons

The application of a PTFE layer onto an 
elastomeric-metal composite part is a com -
plex process which Freudenberg has per-
fected over the last 15 years on a number 

of different sealing solutions for machine 
constructions. The TCS seal for transmis-
sion pistons is the first automotive appli-
cation for which this method is being 
used in a stable manufacturing process.

The outstanding advantages of this manu-
facturing process make it possible to sig-
nificantly reduce friction values and they 
also open up completely new development 
approaches for other transmission sealing 
solutions. This technology is therefore 
currently being transferred onto other seal 
designs so that friction surfaces of, for 
example O-rings or D-rings, can soon be 
enhanced by a PTFE layer. Freudenberg is 
thereby paving the way for seal ring other 
solutions in automotive industry with 
minimised friction to higher comfort and 
less fuel consumption.

New development

❷ new development: the idea behind the transmission piston 
seals TCS is to combine the most favourable characteristics of 
each of the three individual seals in a single one

❸ Cut through seal: the transmission piston seal TCS achieves 
 significantly improved gear shift performance; key technology is 
 hereby the combination of the PTFE layer (orange) with the rub-
ber seal lip (checked) and the metal base element (hatched)
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Integrated ConCept for 
Maneuver-Based drIver assIstanCe
Can a vehicle in normal day-to-day traffic situations be conducted without continuous stabilization  

inputs but almost exclusively by maneuver commands? The Institute of Automotive Engineering (FZD) 

and the Institute of Ergonomics (IAD) of Technische Universität Darmstadt are exploring this question. 

To answer it, a simulation in IPG CarMaker and Matlab/Simulink is used during the DFG funded 

 Conduct-by-Wire research project.

Industry SIMUlATIon
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ContInuous and EvEnt-dIsCrEtE 
vEhIClE GuIdanCE

The conventional vehicle guidance task 
can be described in the form of three cas-
cading control loops [1]: The navigation 
task encompasses route planning and pos-
sibly required modifications. The trajec-
tory guidance task as a subordinate con-
trol loop includes the situation-dependent 
configuration of the route through the 
selection of suitable driving maneuvers 
and associated trajectories. They provide 
the command variables for the stabiliza-
tion task that means the minimization of 
the difference of actual and required tra-
jectories. It accounts for the major portion 
of the driver-vehicle interaction in con-
ventional vehicle guidance and consists of 
continuous stabilizing inputs by means of 
the steering wheel and the pedals.

The Conduct-by-Wire approach of TU 
Darmstadt consists of elevating the con-
ventional driver-vehicle interaction from 
the stabilization level to the guidance level. 
The continuous stabilization action for 
manual implementation of maneuvers and 
trajectories planned at the guidance level 
is replaced by event-discrete communica-
tion via a novel type of maneuver inter-
face. By means of maneuver inputs the 
driver delegates the task of configuring 
and stabilizing the trajectories to the vehi-
cle, influences the execution of maneu-
vers by parameterizations as appropriate 
and, if necessary, can still make stabiliz-
ing interventions.

The term maneuver interface stands for 
both the design of the human-machine 
interface and the associated interaction 
concept. This cooperative approach [2] 
relieves the driver of the stabilization 

task, integrates the driver, in addition to 
the automatic environment interpretation, 
as a decision-maker, continues – unlike 
autonomous vehicle guidance concepts – 
to require maneuver and route decisions 
and thus continues to hold the driver 
directly responsible in conformance to the 
1968 Vienna Convention on Road Traffic.

ManEuvEr CoMMands  
and ExECutInG FunCtIons

The maneuver commands [3] communi-
cated by means of the maneuver interface 
are interpreted on the part of the vehicle 
by a maneuver control unit designed as a 
state machine and allocated to so-called 
driving functions for execution, ❶. The 
catalogue of driving functions consists of 
elementary, interlinkable and either longi-
tudinally or laterally acting functions such 
as velocity control, preparing for reach into 
gap, target braking, obstacle avoidance 
inside lane markers, lane changes, turning 
and much more. At any given time exactly 
one pair of a longitudinally and a laterally 
acting driving function is active. The super-
ordinate maneuver control unit is respon-
sible for their selection, activation, deacti-
vation and parameterization.

The modular structure of the functions 
catalogue accounts for the fact that the 
same maneuver command requires differ-
ent executing functions, depending on the 
situation. A lane change, for example, may 
be ordered from congested into free-flow-
ing traffic, from free-flowing traffic into a 
follow-on situation or into a situation in 
which no suitable target gap is available 
yet. While the driver would order the con-
sistently identical “lane change” maneu-
ver in this case, various functions, which 
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❶ Architecture overview with maneuver control and catalogue of driving functions
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may even change within one maneuver, in 
the longitudinal and the lateral dimensions 
are involved. Due to the dimensional sep-
aration and elementary interlinkability of 
its components the functions catalogue is 
also capable of handling complex traffic 
scenarios on the one hand, on the other 
hand it remains compact and flexible with 
respect to extensions and adaptations.

FunCtIons dEvElopMEnt For 
ConduCt-by-WIrE

One of the major demands made on the 
functions catalogue and transition control-
ling set of rules is completeness that 
means the suitability for use in any type 
of traffic situation. Since it is from a logi-
cal perspective not permissible to draw 
the conclusion of suitability in any type of 
scenario from a successfully completed 
series of traffic scenarios, the functions 
development process follows a falsifica-
tion approach: In keeping with good sci-
entific practice the task is to disprove the 
universal hypothesis of a completeness of 
the existing functions catalogue and the 
associated set of rules. Or to put it in 
other words: the aim is to search for a 
traffic situation which cannot be handled 
with the scope of available functions.

The functions are developed using IPG 
CarMaker and Matlab/Simulink from 
MathWorks. In addition to a parameter-
based multi-body vehicle model, a 
sophisticated driver model plus a road 
model that is extended in the project, 
CarMaker offers the possibility to inte-
grate Simulink-based controllers and to 
let the simulated vehicle model interact 
with static and dynamic environmental 
objects in so-called TestRuns. From the 
project perspective, CarMaker represents 
the ideal environment for automated 
testing of the driving functions that have 
been developed plus their associated 
function transitions.

❷ shows the associated iterative devel-
opment process. Starting at the top right-
hand side, the respective current develop-
ment state of the functions catalogue and 
the maneuver control are tested in relevant 
test scenarios, which for the simulation 
are reduced to the required details and 
then implemented as a simulation case. 
Each test case has a solution strategy in 
the form of simulated event- or route-
dependent driver inputs.

The combination of the test case and 
solution strategy results in a test course 
that can be simulated and that is either 
passed or failed. A successful completion 
does not allow the conclusion to be drawn 
that the functions catalogue and set of rules 
are complete. It merely does not prove 
that they are incomplete and results in 
increasing the complexity of the scenarios 
or the selection of a new scenario for the 
next test. In the event of a failed test sce-
nario a check is required to determine 
whether the failure was caused by an 
insufficiently implemented function or by 
the lack of a driving function or a func-
tion transition.

posItIvE rEsults

An initial functions catalogue presented 
in [4] has already proven its viability in 
simulation in relevant extra-urban traffic 
scenarios. Show stopper scenarios for 
maneuver-based driving could not be 
identified in this regard to date and the 
positive results of initial acceptance inves-
tigations [5] encourage the pursuit of fur-
ther detailing of this concept.

In work that is currently underway 
the functions catalogue and the imple-
mentation of the functions using the 
methodology described are systemati-
cally being tested and extended in appli-
cation cases of increasing complexity 
and, following a design example [6], a 
human-machine interface is being devel-
oped which meets the demands of 
maneuver-based vehicle guidance.
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Scientific articles of universities in ATZ  
Automobiltechnische Zeitschrift and MTZ 
Motortechnische Zeitschrift are subject to a 
proofing method, the so-called peer review 
process. Articles accepted by the editors are 
reviewed by experts from research and in-
dustry before publication. For the reader, 
the peer review process further enhances 
the quality of the magazines‘ content on a 
national and international level. For authors 
in the institutes, it provides a scientifically 
recognised publication platform.

In the ATZ | MTZ Peer Review Process, 
once the editors has received an article, it is 
reviewed by two experts from the Advisory 
Board. If these experts do not reach a unan-
imous agreement, a member of the Steering 
Committee acts as an arbitrator. Following 
the experts’ recommended corrections and 
subsequent editing by the author, the article 
is accepted.

In 2008, the peer review process utilized 
by ATZ and MTZ was presented by the WKM 
(Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft für Kraft-
fahrzeug- und Motorentechnik e. V./German 
Professional Association for Automotive and 
Motor Engineering) to the DFG (Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft/German Research 
Foundation) for official recognition.
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Reliable knowledge about specific characteristics of the driver, such as driving 
style, feedforward and feedback control behaviour, or current performance level, 
contains large potential for the adaptation of advanced driver assistance systems 
and the optimization of customer benefit (increase in safety and comfort) as well as 
customer acceptance. At the Institute of Automotive Engineering (IAE), TU Braun-
schweig, a method was developed which allows the identification of the drivers’ 
characteristics by using a personal “fingerprint”.

FINGERPRINT OF THE DRIVER FOR 
THE ADAPTATION OF ADVANCED 
 DRIVER ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS
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1 motivation anD oBJectives

The fingerprint is based on an analysis of the individual charac-
teristics of the driver, which is obtained by determining defined 
parameters of longitudinal and lateral dynamics, steering and 
tracking behaviour, and the use of active assistance systems by 
the driver. If these parameters are known, the identified values and 
the temporal changes of the parameters enable conclusions to be 
drawn with regard to
 : driving style
 : driving strategy (age/experience) 
 : driver performance level. 
The individual fingerprint and the time-variant characteristics of 
the driver form the basis for the design of adaptive assistance sys-
tems. The first two categories (driving style and driving strategy) 
are used primarily for the adaptation of the basic characteristics. 
The continuous observation of the driver´s performance level over 
the driving time allows adapting thresholds of interference for the 
transition from warning to intervening assistance functions.

2 DataBase

A distinction is made between the test series which model real 
customer behaviour according to the 3D method and the test series 
for data acquisition for the identification of the drivers’ condition. 

The 3D method is based on the systematic collection of customer 
operation data under all relevant operational conditions. This meth-
od consistently considers the driver as well as the driven vehicle and 
the driving environment (3D) as interacting modules [4]. In compre-
hensive studies (> 1.5 million measuring kilometers), the drivers’ ac-
tions as well as driving environment parameters were measured with 
diverse vehicles in real road traffic and integrated into a database. 

Several successive measuring campaigns, ❶, were carried out 
using a special experimental vehicle in order to identify the driver 
performance level (DPL). Thanks to integrated camera and envi-
ronmental sensors, this test car enables the longitudinal and lat-
eral control behaviour of the driver as well as the ambient condi-
tions to be determined, ❷. In addition to the control inputs set by 
the driver (steering wheel angle and pedal position) and the typical 
vehicle motion variables (lateral acceleration, yaw rate), driving 
environment data such as lane offset, yaw angle error, and relative 
distances/speeds were taken into consideration. Additionally, the 
drivers evaluate their subjective performance level in uniform time 
intervals. 

3 fingerprint generation

As defined at the beginning, fingerprint generation is divided into 
the identification of the driving style, the driving strategy, and the 
driver performance level.

1 MoTIvATIon AnD objecTIveS

2 DATAbASe

3 FIngerPrInT generATIon

4 ADAPTATIon oF ADvAnceD DrIver ASSISTAnce SySTeMS

5 SuMMAry AnD ouTLook

test series

1 2 3 4

total Kilometers [tKm] 28.0 7.4 18.9 18.0

tracK Distance [Km] 560 367.5 575 600

numBer of test persons 18 9 33 10/20

age of test persons
29-59 
∅36.1

26-63 
∅32.4

24-41 
∅30.1

23-25/63-81 
∅24.2/∅68.1

❶ Basic data of test series 1 to 4

❷ Experimental vehicle TEASY 
(Testing & Engineering of Automotive Systems)
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3.1 DrIvIng STyLe
The driving style must in principle be interpreted as a natural char-
acteristic of the driver. However, the natural driving style can 
change for short periods of time during short or situation-depend-
ent driving maneuvers, such as overtaking. This requires statistical 
long-term observation of the driving style, which can detect and, 
if necessary, suppress short-term effects. 

Three vehicle-independent connections which allow objective 
conclusions to be drawn are employed in order to identify the driv-
ing style: the “safety limit of the normal driver”, the use of kamm’s 
friction circle, and the exploitation of the acceleration and decel-
eration potential. The safety limit of the normal driver, ❸ left, was 
originally introduced in traffic accident reconstruction in order to 
assess the driving conditions [6]. 

This approach shows significant differences between different 
drivers which clearly correlate with the driving style. The core ob-
servation is that the normal driver considers transverse accelera-
tions of more than 4 m/s2 above a speed of about 50 km/h unpleas-
ant and therefore avoids them. Since these limits are known in the 

literature only for the normal driver (average driving style) and up 
to speeds of 140 km/h, the above-mentioned 3D customer meas-
urements were analyzed and reevaluated in order to determine the 
limits of mild and sporty drivers. The use of kamm’s friction circle, 
③, right was employed as a second criterion. This is a speed-inde-
pendent method for the determination of the driving style. Sporty 
drivers show a conspicuously great simultaneous exploitation of the 
longitudinal and lateral acceleration potential of the vehicle during 
braking and acceleration in bends, for example. Mild and average 
drivers, however, generally drive through bends without noticeable 
longitudinal acceleration. In addition to these two criteria based on 
lateral acceleration, the driving style is deduced from criteria based 
on longitudinal acceleration, which in principle distinguish between 
braking and acceleration behavior, ❹. While acceleration behaviour 
clearly depends on the power to weight ratio of the vehicle [4], brak-
ing behaviour remains virtually uninfluenced by this factor. 

Depending on the driving style, the values approach the limit 
patterns shown in ③ and ④ at a certain percentage rate. For illus-
tration, the correlated frequency of occurrence of lateral acceler-

❸ Reference samples regarding the correlation of vehicle speed and lateral acceleration and usage of Kamm’s circle

❹ Reference samples regarding the correlation of longitudinal acceleration and deceleration to the vehicle speed
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ation and driving speed of a typical sporty highway driver is shown 
in ❺. The relative time shares of certain driving regimes contained 
in this model are used in order to identify the driving style of an 
unknown driver. 

These methods are used to deduce two sets of driving style in-
formation for the individual driver, which result from long-term ob-
servation and the statistical analysis of the driver as well as the 
short-term observation of the current driving situation.

3.2 DrIvIng STrATegy
The driving strategy can be characterized by the control behaviour 
of the driver, which not only includes the driving style, but in par-
ticular also the factors based on the experience and the age of the 
drivers. Typical features in a comparison of younger and older driv-
ers can be identified using lateral vehicle control, for example. 

A driver model [2], divided into a level of information process-
ing and a level of control-technical elements, serves as a basis. 
The control-theoretical model level is subdivided into a feedfor-
ward (anticipation) and feedback (compensation) component, ❻. 

In the feedforward control mode (anticipation), the driver mod-
el sets a steering wheel angle based on the road curvature κS. In 
the feedback control mode (compensation), an additional steering 
angle due to the deviations ΔyTP of the actual course from the tar-
get course predicted at the prediction time Tp is considered. From 
the viewpoint of human control behaviour, the main driver param-
eters to be set are the gain factor VMR (ratio of the steering angle 
and the deviation between the actual course and the target course) 
as well as the prediction time Tp. 

❼ shows the identified parameters VMR and Tp in a comparison 
of the two groups of test persons. The results show that older driv-
ers control with greater gain factors VMR and a slightly longer pre-
diction time Tp. The shorter prediction time of the young drivers 
illustrates that they react with less anticipation to lateral devia-
tions of the vehicle from the target course. At the same time, they 
compensate for smaller deviations with less gain due to smaller 
time delays within the information processing. ❽ shows these 
 conditions by means of a coefficient diagram in which driver gain 
VMR is plotted over the prediction time Tp. The diagram shows the 
isolines of identical phase margin which characterize the proper-
ties of the entire driver-vehicle control loop. The curve of the 0° 
phase margin characterizes the stability limit. even though the 
younger and older drivers set their average control parameters in 
different value ranges, control remains stable with an identical 
phase margin. Thus, the control strategy of the driver is quantified 
as the second component of the fingerprint. The control param-
eters also enable indirect conclusions about the age of the driver 
to be identified.

3.3 DrIver PerForMAnce LeveL (DPL)
Despite the growing number of advanced driver assistance systems, 
the driver is still ultimately responsible for the vehicle and controls 
it. How well he completes this task depends on his performance lev-
el. In addition to the talent, the constitution, and the experience of 
a driver, fitness (fatigue) and attention influence his performance. 

The approach pursued at the IAe focuses on the indirect meas-
urement of the driver performance level (DPL). In contrast to 

❺ Correlation of lateral acceleration and vehicle speed for sporty extra urban driver

❻ Control-theoretical driver model for vehicle 
lateral control
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known systems [7, 8] the parameters are calculated by time and 
frequency-related analyses of vehicle track signals and the driv-
er’s transfer behaviour using the driver model shown in ⑤. Due 
to the use of camera-based track monitoring systems, all neces-
sary infor mation for the continuous on-line identification of driv-
er behaviour, such as the control input parameters curvature, 
track deviation, and yaw angle error, is available. The other vehi-
cle motion parameters are determined based on the cAn signals 
together with the steering angle as an output value. The steering 
and control parameters are identified using the driver model im-
plemented on-line. In both cases, the results show that driver 
gain factors and time constants change with increasing driving 
time and diminishing performance level [1]. According to a rule 
which specifically applies to control, driver gain VMR increases 
over the driving time while the prediction time TP decreases. As 
the driving time increases, the drivers control more strongly and 
more closely to the stability limit of the control loop than at the 
beginning of the ride.

A comparison of the objective DPL parameters with the subjec-
tive estimation of the performance level illustrates the strong 
 correlation between the driver performance level and the changes 
observed in control behaviour. If the performance-related depend-
ence relations are known, the performance level of the driver can 
be objectified. ❾ shows exemplary results. The objective DPL in-
dex calculated based on the regression model is plotted over the 
subjective evaluation of the performance level. The parameters 
used are a combination of defined criteria from the analysis of 
tracking behaviour and the driver model. It must be emphasized 
that the integration of the driver model parameters improves the 
quality of DPL prognoses considerably. The objectivation result has 
a model quality of r*2 = 0.91, which provides significant potential 
for reliable adaptation in the transition from warning to adaptive, 
intervening assistance functions.

4 aDaptation of aDvanceD Driver  
assistance systems

The approach of adaptive driver assistance systems is based on 
the fingerprint with the three identified characteristics driving 
style, driving strategy, and driver performance level. The objective 

of adaptation to the driving style is the minimization of false inter-
ference and false warnings due to a dynamic driving style. Adap-
tation to a performance level seems appropriate in order to disrupt 
the driving style of the awake, active driver as little as possible 
while supporting him when his performance level drops so that 
traffic safety is optimized. In addition to adaptation to a perfor-
mance index, the consideration of differences in the control strat-
egy caused by age or experience is also relevant. 

The result of the IAe development work is an adaptive tracking 
assistance algorithm, which is shown schematically in ❿. As an 
input, all relevant data is read in and the warning conditions and 
the necessity of a warning (core algorithm) are calculated. In the 
second area, the higher-ranking current driver adaptation index is 
considered in order to determine the kind and intensity of the 
warning (acoustic signal, steering wheel vibration, interference 
with steering). The support provided by the system is adapted de-
pending on the adaptation index. based on the mere track leaving 
warning (vibration), this allows lane keeping to be assisted by in-
creasingly intervening steering wheel torques. both the amount and 
the increasing gradient of the additional steering torque are influ-
enced as significant adaptation parameters. In the core algorithm, 
the warning and interference limits are changed by adapting the 
time-to-line crossing (TLc). 

For adaptation to the driving style, the warning and interference 
limits are shifted in the direction of a more dynamic driving style. 
Due to his dynamic driving style, the sporty driver is considerably 
more active as compared with the mild driver so that the warning 
suppression limits are set higher than for a mild driver. In addition, 
the driving corridor for tracking guidance is enlarged, which means 
that additional steering wheel torque set in at larger lateral track 
deviations, and torque-overlay in the edge areas is slightly increased.

Age-specific differences showed that older drivers tendentially 
applied a more anticipative driving strategy. Therefore, support is 
based on changed TLc values and harder centre-point control. 
Practical studies show that the objective tracking quality of the 
drivers improves. 

❽ Conditions for stability in the coefficient diagram

❼ Identified parameters of compensation control mode
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With regard to performance and in particular tiredness-adaptive 
assistance, the system must be adapted such that performance-
related deficits are compensated so that accidents are avoided 
without animating a very weak driver to actively participate in road 
traffic considerably longer. Adaptation to the DPL index takes 
place stepwise beginning with the adaptation of the TLc-based 
warning thresholds. In a second step, the gradient of the addition-
al torque is increased so that track centre control becomes strict-
er. This means that the subjective correction frequency experi-

enced by the driver grows. As a result, he drives more closely to 
the track centre. 

current test series with test persons show that adapted lateral 
guidance provides greater acceptance and an average subjective 
safety gain by 1 grade point.

5 summary anD outlooK

In the present contribution, the methods, database, and models 
for the generation of a driver-specific fingerprint were described. 
Differentiation includes the characteristics “driving style”, “driv-
ing strategy” (age/experience), and “driver performance level”. The 
reliable knowledge of objective classification characteristics and 
weighted parameters such as the driver performance index open 
up far-reaching potential for the design of adaptive driver assist-
ance functions. The example of lane keeping assistance presents 
mechanisms for the adaptation of the additional steering wheel 
torque as well as warning and interference thresholds for transi-
tion to different intervention steps. Driver-specific acceptance and 
subjective safety gain can be increased significantly as compared 
with the reference system. 

For additional tests of adaptive assistance functions and in or-
der to ensure them for a wide range of customers, the next step 
includes comprehensive system studies. The relevant test series 
are being prepared. In addition, the potential application of these 
approaches to intervening systems for longitudinal control is be-
ing studied. 
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In a cooperation project between the Philips chair of medical information 
technology at the RWTH Aachen and the Ford Research Center in 
Aachen a capacitive electrocardiogram measurement system, integrated 
into the driver seat, was developed and evaluated. This system allows 
monitoring of the heart activity of the driver.
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1 BiomeDical engineering  
in the automotiVe setting

Innovation in automotive technology not only emerges from with-
in the community, but may also benefit from interaction with non-
automotive branches of research. During the last decade, biomed-
ical engineering industries in Germany have made important 
progress in research and industrial production which yield innova-
tive ideas; the transfer of these ideas will have a positive effect on 
the automotive industry. In the field of home monitoring of the 
chronically sick, the transmission of biologic signals, such as the 
electrocardiogram (ECG), has already shown its potential. Current-
ly, it is possible to monitor the health status of patients at risk in 
their own home. Such measurement systems are often linked to a 
telemetric data transmission device for clinical validation. 

The monitoring of patients at risk outside the home environment 
is also being investigated [1, 2]. In particular, whilst driving a car 
any important change in the driver’s health status or even more 
the state of mind is considered relevant because, in contrast to 
home monitoring, not only the monitored person but also third per-
sons might be affected. Therefore, early detection of dangerous 
situations is important. Acute incidents, such as heart attack, of-
ten lead to total loss of control of the vehicle. In Germany alone, 
in 2009 there were over 4000 serious road accidents with 106 
deaths attributed to a heart attack [3]. Also, less serious condi-
tions, such as stress or dizziness, need to be taken into account 
as important factors in the development of errors/misjudgements, 
which (according to data from the Federal Bureau of Statistics) led 
to about 50 % of all road accidents in Germany in 2009. 

Due to this relevance the research project ‘SmartSenior’ targets 
the development of an emergency stop assistance system [3, 4]. 
In addition, the ‘Insitex’ project aims at integration of sensors for 
biosignal measurements inside a car [5].

Monitoring of the driver shall allow for an early detection of a 
deteriorating health condition. Then appropriate actions to avoid 
dangerous traffic situations can be taken. During the last decades 
research projects showed the feasibility of monitoring a driver’s 
performance with medical devices [6, 7]. Also, it is known that 
blood pressure levels change relative to the stress level of a  patient; 
this has been measured by means of pulse transit time using an 
ECG and an oxygen saturation sensor [8]. However, whereas in 
some situations a combination of devices is necessary, for other 
applications a single-modality approach is often sufficient. For in-
stance, heart rate rises under conditions of stress, which can be 
detected by an ECG. 

The ECG is the captured sum of the electrical activity of all heart 
muscle cells. ❶ shows a typical ECG pattern. Characteristic sec-
tions are the P and T waves, as well as the significant QRS com-

plex, which represent the excitation of the ventricular muscle and 
consequently the contraction of the heart. The heart is the central 
organ in the human circulatory system and its function gives im-
portant information about the patients’ condition. Furthermore it 
is possible to draw a conclusion about physical and mental stress. 
Based on previous experience [9], a joint project between the 
Philips Chair of Medical Information Technology at RWTH Aachen 
University and the European Ford Research Center in Aachen was 
started to integrate a multichannel ECG system into a car seat. 
The aim is to enable a contactless and imperceptible measure-
ment of heart activity during car driving. 

2 capacitiVe ecg measurement technique

Central elements of the measurement system are the so-called 
 capacitive electrodes which, in contrast to conventional adhesive 
electrodes, do not need direct conductive contact with the driver’s 
skin. Instead, measurement of the potentials on the driver’s body 
surface produced by the heart takes place through the driver’s 
clothes. This allows integration of the electrode into the back of 
the driving seat. Although the principle of capacitive measure-
ments was introduced in 1967 [10], progressive miniaturization 
of the electronic components now allows the entire electronic set-
up to be placed on the back of the electrodes. The core element 
of the electrodes is an impedance converter, which decouples the 
measurement signal from the subsequent signal conditioning 
 stages. For this purpose a voltage controlled amplifier with a high 
input impedance is used. Besides the electronics for the biosignal 
measurement, accelerometers are mounted on the back of the 
electrodes, by which the acceleration of the vehicle can record in 
all three directions in space, which could be used for a later  signal 
processing. Subsequently, the signal processing electronics (con-
sisting of power supply, instrumentational amplifiers, and filter 
and gain stages) are connected. 

❷ shows the design of the measurement system. The left part 
shows the electrodes integrated into the driving seat. For enhance-
ment of the common mode rejection, as the measure for the trans-
mission of common signals at the electrodes to the output of the 
system, an additional electrode (made of conductive textile mate-
rial) was manufactured, whose potential equals the inverted, 
 amplified sum potential of the electrodes. In this way, common 

1 BIoMEDICAl EnGInEERInG In THE AUToMoTIvE SETTInG

2 CAPACITIvE ECG MEASUREMEnT TECHnIQUE

3 STATIC AnD DynAMIC TESTS

4 DISCUSSIon oF MEASUREMEnT RESUlTS

5 oUTlook

❶ A typical electrocardiographic signal pattern
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mode voltages on the body surface are not transmitted to the out-
put of the system.

The middle part of the figure shows the electronic components 
of the electrodes, including the bias resistors next to the signal 
 input for leading off bias currents, as the continuously flowing 
 operating current of the amplifier, and the impedance converter. 
Afterwards (right part of the figure), the ECG signals are generat-
ed by calculating the difference between the electrode output 
 signals. note that the system can also be integrated into series 
production vehicles at an acceptable expenditure.

To take into account different body profiles during the test and 
validation phase, six active electrodes were integrated into a nor-
mal driving seat of a Ford S-Max in the form of a 2x3 matrix, ❸. 
Bearing in mind differing proportions of the human body, the 
 positioning of the electrodes need to be chosen to allow sufficient 
contact with the electrodes. A tight mechanical fit of the electrodes 
is essential to guarantee high signal quality. To identify suitable 
positions for the electrodes, a pressure mat (XSensor X3 Medical 
Mattress System) was used to measure the contact pressure of ten 
different subjects with different gender and stature on the back of 
the driving seat. By means of averaging the pressures the optimal 
positions for the electrodes were identified and again verified with 
a few subjects with respect to the signal quality of the capacitive 
ECG. Parallel with these measurements, both the capacitive and 
a reference ECG were recorded. 

As an example, ❹ presents both the contact pressure and the 
related ECG measurements from a test person with a normal BMI 
(22.2 kg/m²) (top), whose weight was in the 43 % percentile 
among all adults in Germany. The BMI is defined as the body 
weight in kg divided by the squared height in cm und thus is a 
measure for the assessment of the weight of man. In comparison 
a test person with a low BMI (16.8 kg/m²) (bottom), whose weight 
was in the percentile below 1 %, is presented. The signal quali-

ty of the capacitively recorded ECG decreases with reduced con-
tact pressure with the driving seat. Thus the BMI is an indicator 
for an adequate mechanical electrode contact. The height and 
stature of the driver are additional factors for the electrode body 
contact. Furthermore, the construction of the system in the form 
of an electrode matrix showed that at least one electrode plane 
is suitable for about 90 % of all subjects; this means that, with 
the measurement of all channels, an ECG is available at least in 
one channel. 

3 static anD Dynamic tests

To validate the system and to test the general functionality of the 
system, tests with the engine turned off were performed with 

❸ Capacitive electrodes integrated into the back of the driving seat, and a 
 feedback electrode (driven ground) in the form of a seat cushion

❷ structure of the measurement system (left: electrodes integrated into 
the driving seat, middle: electronic circuitry of the system, right top: three 
capacitively measured eCg signals, bottom signal: a reference eCg)
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59 test subjects without excluding any specific influencing fac-
tors (e.g. clothing or BMI). 

Also dynamic test drives under controlled conditions were per-
formed by test drivers on highway, country and urban roads of 
the Ford proving ground in lommel (Belgium). The surface/tex-
ture of the highway test track of the proving ground (track b in 
❺) has characteristics similar to that of a German highway 
(“Autobahn”) [11]. The other two test tracks were characterized 
by a multitude of curves with plane asphalt (track a in ⑤) and 
straight track segments with various road surfaces (track c in 
⑤). Therefore, the road surfaces differed in their unevenness in 
the form of small potholes closely following each other (road sur-
face 1) and concrete panels with uneven transitions (road sur-
face 2). 

For analysis of the measurements during car driving, a QRS de-
tection algorithm (validated by means of a database from MIT Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology) was used to determine the 
heart beat [12]. Depending on the driving situation, strong motion 
artifacts were occasionally even observed in the reference ECG, 
which did not allow direct comparison of the measurements. Be-

cause of this, the percentage of the heart beats in a physiological 
range, i.e. between 60 and 100 beats per minute, was used as the 
evaluation criterion for the performance of the system. Artifacts 
due to road enevenness, which were wrongly assigned to QRS-com-
plexes, result in a heart rate beyond the physiological range and 
are added to non-analyzable ranges. This assumes that indeed no 
exact comparison with the reference ECG is possible. For long test 
drives, however, quantitative conclusions about the validity of the 
system can be drawn.

❹ Contact pressures and related eCg signals for different body mass indices in artificial units [a.u.] (top: BmI in normal range, bottom: BmI below the normal range)

❺ Test tracks of the Ford proving ground in lommel (Belgium)
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4 Discussion of measurement results

During the static tests, an ECG could be measured in 85 % of all 
subjects. of the remaining 15 %, in five persons the signal quality 
could be improved by removing the outermost layer of clothing, so 
that an ECG became measurable. Hence, in 93 % of all test sub-
jects an ECG could be measured. only in 7 % of all subjects no ECG 
measurement was possible. An analysis of the reasons is ongoing.

❻ gives an overview of the QRS detection rate in the physiologi-
cal range on the three different test tracks of the proving ground 
for different drivers. It can be seen that the system shows the best 
signal quality on highway tracks. However, very dynamic driving 
(driver 3) hampered the signal accuracy and decreased the per-
centage of measurement coverage. It can be concluded that there 
are no significant quality change between the static measurements 
and the measurements made while driving on the highway. The 
system is highly valid during smooth highway drives with an ECG 

coverage rate of 92.4 %, but in urban traffic (where road damage 
and extensive steering movements occur) capacitive ECG monitor-
ing may have a lower coverage rate. However, integrated acceler-
ation sensors could be used for analysis of the driving situation 
and with the objective to identity and mask motion artifact-cor-
rupted signals. In any case the signal quality appears to be suffi-
cient for the detection of irregularities in the ECG.

With respect to the usability of the system with different cloth-
ing measurements with one or two layers of pure cotton were pos-
sible with most of the subjects. The applicability of other materi-
als (polyester, silk, blended fabric, wool etc.) was limited and 
should be targeted by additional investigations. 

During the static measurements, the system was also tested by 
volunteers with known pathological conditions. As an example, ❼ 
indicates that the detection of arrhythmias (such as extra systo-
les) is possible. Marked in red is a heart beat beyond the normal 
heart rhythm, a so called extrasystole.

❻ QRs detection rate in the physiological 
range for different drivers and different test 
tracks; extreme acceleration and curved 
way of driving for driver 3

❼ extra systole (right) and sinus rhythm of a healthy driver (left) measured with capacitive electrodes
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Besides the heart rate, the heart rate variability (HRv) is an in-
dicator of the ability of the heart to adapt to external influences. 
This parameter could be determined by means of the heart rate 
measured over a fixed time frame. It has been shown that the un-
derlying activity of the autonomic nervous system is influenced by 
stress, which leads to a reduction of HRv in a stressful situation 
[13]. Therefore, after demonstrating the measurability of the heart 
rate in a car in this project, stress monitoring during car driving 
seems feasible.

Relating to this, first results were obtained on the high speed 
track of the Ford proving ground in lommel. For example, ❽ com-
pares the heart rate of a young driver (top) and an experienced 
driver (bottom) at the transition between the urban and the high-
speed track. The felt “stress” of the young driver (upper chart) is 
demonstrated by the increase in heart rate. 

5 outlook

With the results achieved in this joint project between the Philips 
Chair of Medical Information Technology at RWTH Aachen Univer-
sity and the European Ford Research Center, an important mile-
stone in the field of vital monitoring during car driving has been 
reached. It is shown that a clinically usable ECG can be recorded 
in a contactless way, without any restriction of comfort. However, 
before actual production, further research is required. For exam-
ple, textile integrated electrodes are necessary. The dependence 
of signal strength on the type of clothing of the driver, as well as 
the anatomic differences (e.g. the individual heart axis or body 
height) needs to be better understood. In the shorter term, imple-
mentation of a secure driver monitoring seems to be possible. With 

respect to demographic developments towards elderly drivers, this 
might be important. Those or vehicle drivers suffering from cardi-
ovascular disease could be provided with additional security by 
means of an integrated system working in the background. 
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❽ development of heart rate at the beginning of a high-speed track for a young 
driver (top) and an experienced driver (bottom)
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